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ABSTRACT
We present a grid of forward model transmission spectra, adopting an isothermal temperature-
pressure profile, alongside corresponding equilibrium chemical abundances for 117 obser-
vationally significant hot exoplanets (equilibrium temperatures of 547–2710 K). This model
grid has been developed using a 1D radiative–convective–chemical equilibrium model termed
ATMO, with up-to-date high-temperature opacities. We present an interpretation of observa-
tions of 10 exoplanets, including best-fitting parameters and χ2 maps. In agreement with
previous works, we find a continuum from clear to hazy/cloudy atmospheres for this sam-
ple of hot Jupiters. The data for all the 10 planets are consistent with subsolar to solar C/O
ratio, 0.005 to 10 times solar metallicity and water rather than methane-dominated infrared
spectra. We then explore the range of simulated atmospheric spectra for different exoplanets,
based on characteristics such as temperature, metallicity, C/O ratio, haziness and cloudiness.
We find a transition value for the metallicity between 10 and 50 times solar, which leads
to substantial changes in the transmission spectra. We also find a transition value of C/O
ratio, from water to carbon species dominated infrared spectra, as found by previous works,
revealing a temperature dependence of this transition point ranging from ∼0.56 to ∼1–1.3 for
equilibrium temperatures from ∼900 to ∼2600 K. We highlight the potential of the spectral
features of HCN and C2H2 to constrain the metallicities and C/O ratios of planets, using James
Webb Space Telescope (JWST) observations. Finally, our entire grid (∼460 000 simulations)
is publicly available and can be used directly with the JWST simulator PandExo for planning
observations.

Key words: techniques: spectroscopic – planets and satellites: atmospheres – planets and
satellites: composition – planets and satellites: gaseous planets.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

The number of exoplanets that have been discovered has now
reached a staggering 3529.1 This count of planets will increase
dramatically with the launch of the CHEOPS (Broeg et al. 2013)

� E-mail: jgoyal@astro.ex.ac.uk
1 Source: NASA Exoplanet Archive as of 2017 October 5.

and TESS missions (Ricker et al. 2014) in 2018. However, accurate
atmospheric characterization has been performed for only a small
subset of these exoplanets, primarily due to technological limita-
tions, but also due to complications in modelling their atmospheres.
Alkali metal elements like sodium and potassium have been detected
in the atmospheres of various exoplanets, for example HD 209458b
(Charbonneau et al. 2002; Sing et al. 2008; Redfield et al. 2008;
Snellen et al. 2008; Sing et al. 2016) and XO-2b (Sing et al. 2011).
Water has also been detected in many hot Jupiter atmospheres,
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(e.g. Deming et al. 2013; Wakeford et al. 2013; Stevenson
et al. 2014). Additionally, Kreidberg et al. (2014) and Sing et al.
(2016) highlighted the possibility of clouds and hazes in some of
them. Most of these works used transmission spectra derived from
observations made using the Hubble Space Telescope (HST).

Although HST observations have led to the detection of several
species (Sing et al. 2013, 2016), it is limited by its wavelength cover-
age (0.2 to 1.7 μm). The launch of the James Webb Space Telescope
(JWST) in 2018 will enable probing exoplanet atmospheres from
wavelengths of 0.6 all the way up to 28 μm (Beichman et al. 2014;
Greene et al. 2016). Therefore, it will be extremely valuable for the
detection of species with signatures in the mid- to near-infrared,
which can provide constraints on various physical parameters such
as the temperature, C/O ratio and metallicity. In this paper, we
present a grid of forward model transmission spectra for 117 exo-
planets that are scientifically important targets for characterization.
The grid for each target consists of a range of variables: atmo-
spheric temperature, metallicity, C/O ratio, haziness and cloudiness
(described in Section 3.2). This grid is publicly available online,2

and we encourage the community to use it as a tool to assist them in
planning future observations, such as with JWST, HST and various
ground-based telescopes, along with interpreting existing data sets.
It can provide a useful complement for interpretation, alongside
atmospheric retrieval analysis.

The efforts in modelling atmospheres of exoplanets began just
after the discovery of the first exoplanet orbiting a Sun-like star in
1995 (Mayor & Queloz 1995). Burrows et al. (1997) provided a the-
oretical basis for understanding the spectral features of exoplanet
and brown dwarf atmospheres. Seager & Sasselov (2000), Brown
(2001) and Hubbard et al. (2001) all predicted forward model trans-
mission spectra for HD 209458b which later led to the detection
of a sodium feature in its atmosphere (Charbonneau et al. 2002).
Sudarsky, Burrows & Hubeny (2003) presented a systematic explo-
ration of model spectra. Fortney et al. (2010) provided a detailed
analysis of the effect of temperature, surface gravity and metallic-
ity on transmission spectra for various hot Jupiter planets. More
recently, Mollière et al. (2015) developed a generalized grid of
forward model emission spectra for a range of planetary gravity
values and other planetary characteristics without focusing on spe-
cific planets. Finally, Mollière et al. (2017) presented a grid of
emission and transmission spectra for 18 important JWST targets,
with a sophisticated cloud scheme included in their model.

The outline of this paper is as follows. In Section 2, we explain
the input physics of the model including our treatment of radiative
transfer (RT), opacity sources and their implementation, and chem-
istry. In Section 3, we describe the basis for the selection of planets
in the current grid and the model set-up, along with the descrip-
tion and justification of the chosen parameter space. In Section 4,
we present a comparison between spectra derived from isothermal
and radiative-convective equilibrium pressure-temperature profiles
(hereafter termed ‘isothermal P-T profiles’ and ‘consistent P-T pro-
files’, respectively). In Section 5, we present an interpretation of the
observations from Sing et al. (2016), and the inferred best-fitting
characteristics. In Section 6, we provide the analysis of the model
simulations over the entire parameter space for a subset of plan-
ets. In Section 7, we demonstrate the application of the grid to
plan observations, by using one of our simulations as an input to
the JWST simulator PandExo (Batalha et al. 2017). Finally, we
conclude in Section 8. The Appendices A, B, C and D show the

2 https://bd-server.astro.ex.ac.uk/exoplanets/

χ2 maps, transmission spectral features of individual molecules,
pressure broadening sources and the table of selected planets,
respectively.

2 MO D EL D ETA ILS

2.1 Model general structure

ATMO is a 1D radiative–convective–equilibrium model for planetary
atmospheres (Amundsen et al. 2014; Tremblin et al. 2015, 2016;
Drummond et al. 2016). It has been applied to interpret observations
of several exoplanets both as a forward and retrieval model (Evans
et al. 2016a, 2017; Wakeford et al. 2017). It solves the RT equation
for a given set of opacities, P-T profile and chemical abundances.
The code also solves for the P-T profile that satisfies hydrostatic
equilibrium and conservation of energy. It can compute equilibrium
and non-equilibrium chemical abundances described in detail in
Section 2.5.
ATMO adopts an optical depth grid with plane-parallel geome-

try. However, spherical geometry is considered while computing
transmission spectra, as the radiation travels through the limb of the
planetary atmosphere. Minimum and maximum optical depth lim-
its, at a particular reference wavelength specified during the model
initialization, which are also a function of opacity and chemistry,
govern the pressure domain of the model atmosphere. The details
of energy flux balance to compute radiative-convective equilibrium
P-T profiles can be found in Drummond et al. (2016). We note
that transmission spectra computed using P-T profiles in radiative-
convective equilibrium are used only in Section 4. Elsewhere in this
paper, all the transmission spectra are computed using isothermal
P-T profiles.
ATMO can solve the RT equation using the line by line (LBL) or

correlated-k approach. LBL implies very high spectral resolution
(ATMO normally uses 0.001 cm−1 evenly spaced in wavenumber),
but is computationally very expensive and not practical for generat-
ing consistent radiative-convective equilibrium P-T profiles and the
corresponding spectra. To overcome this problem, the correlated-k
approximation (Lacis & Oinas 1991; Amundsen et al. 2014) is used
to solve RT while achieving the required accuracy (see Section 2.3
for more details).

2.2 Opacity database

The opacity data base and its treatment are two of the most impor-
tant aspects of any atmosphere model. These opacity computations
require absorption coefficients for the spectrally significant gaseous
species. These absorption coefficients are computed using line list
databases from various sources. The HITRAN (High Resolution
TRANsmission) database (Rothman et al. 2013) is the most widely
used opacity source in various atmospheric models. However,
this database is established at a reference temperature of 296 K
(Rothman et al. 2010), with HITEMP (Rothman et al. 2010) being its
high-temperature version available only for certain molecules. Ex-
pected temperatures on hot Jupiter exoplanets can be substantially
higher than 296 K, for example WASP-107b has an equilibrium
temperature (Teq) of 770 K while that of WASP-12b is 2580 K. In
such conditions, the HITRAN low temperature line lists can under-
estimate the absorption of radiation by several orders of magnitude.

The line lists available from various sources primarily consist
of Einstein coefficients or oscillator strengths. These quantities
are used, along with the effect of line broadening to calculate
the absorption cross-sections for each molecule as a function of
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Table 1. Molecular line lists used in ATMO and their sources. Pressure broadening sources are shown in
Table C1 in Appendix C.

Molecule Line list Partition function

H2O Barber et al. (2006) Barber et al. (2006)
CO2 Tashkun & Perevalov (2011) Rothman et al. (2009)
CO Rothman et al. (2010) Rothman et al. (2009)
CH4 Yurchenko & Tennyson (2014) Yurchenko & Tennyson (2014)
NH3 Yurchenko, Barber & Tennyson (2011) Sauval & Tatum (1984)
Na VALD3a Sauval & Tatum (1984)
K VALD3a Sauval & Tatum (1984)
Li VALD3a Sauval & Tatum (1984)
Rb VALD3a Sauval & Tatum (1984)
Cs VALD3a Sauval & Tatum (1984)
TiO Plez (1998) Sauval & Tatum (1984)
VO McKemmish, Yurchenko & Tennyson (2016) Sauval & Tatum (1984)
FeH Wende et al. (2010) Wende et al. (2010)
CrH2 Tennyson & Yurchenko (2012) Burrows et al. (2002)
PH3 Sousa-Silva et al. (2015) Sousa-Silva et al. (2015)
HCN Harris et al. (2006) Harris et al. (2006)

Barber et al. (2014) Barber et al. (2014)
C2H2 Rothman et al. (2013) Rothman et al. (2013)
H2S Rothman et al. (2013) Rothman et al. (2013)
SO2 Underwood et al. (2016) Underwood et al. (2016)
H2-H2 CIA Richard et al. (2012) N/A
H2-He CIA Richard et al. (2012) N/A

aHeiter et al. (2008, http://vald.astro.uu.se/ vald/php/vald.php).
Note. CrH opacities are not included in the grid (see Section 2.2).

wavelength/wavenumber, to be used in the RT equation. The details
of these computations can be found in Amundsen et al. (2014).
ATMO considers Doppler broadening and pressure broadening for
these computations. Doppler broadening becomes significant in
low-pressure and high-temperature environments. Therefore, it is
important in the high-altitude region of hot Jupiter atmospheres,
probed by transmission spectra.

Hot Jupiter exoplanets are expected to be H2 and He dominated.
Therefore, pressure broadening due to H2 and He species has to be
taken into account for each radiatively important gaseous species
in the model (see Amundsen et al. 2014; Hedges & Madhusud-
han 2016, for details). However, HITRAN only provides air and
self-pressure broadened line widths for various gases which will
not be accurate for hot Jupiter exoplanets. We include an up-to-
date set of opacities for high-temperature exoplanet atmospheres in
ATMO primarily from ExoMol (Tennyson et al. 2016), with H2 and
He broadening taken into account for the species where data are
available, otherwise we use the air broadening parameters from HI-
TRAN. Table 1 shows the updated source of line lists compared to
Amundsen et al. (2014), for various molecules and the correspond-
ing partition functions used in ATMO. Updated pressure broadening
parameters for each molecule are also documented in Appendix C.
We note that we exclude CrH opacities in the current model sim-
ulations, due to non-availability of thermochemical constants to
compute equilibrium chemical abundances of CrH.

At higher metallicities, atmospheric abundance of species other
than H2 and He, such as CO, H2O, CO2, H2S, etc., become signif-
icant. In such conditions, the effect of broadening due to all major
species on all the other radiatively important species should be taken
into account. It is difficult to accurately comment on the effect of
pressure broadening at high metallicities since no study has been
done in that area according to our knowledge, although the need
for laboratory measurements in this region of the parameter space
has been highlighted in Fortney et al. (2016). However, equilibrium

chemistry calculations show that even at 200 times solar metallic-
ity the composition remains H2 and He dominated, allowing us to
perform simulations up to this upper limit of metallicity. Since ab-
sorption coefficient calculations are sensitive to atmospheric com-
position, one of the future goals of our research is to generate an
opacity data base for a larger range of compositions.

We have considered only those opacities making a significant
contribution to the derived spectra in our analysis. For example,
C2H2 and C2H4 have almost overlapping absorption peaks through-
out the spectrum except between 10 and 12 μm. However, C2H2

opacity dominates over C2H4 opacity. Also equilibrium chemistry
dictates that if C2H4 is present in the atmosphere C2H2 will also
be present (Moses et al. 2011) with almost equal or higher concen-
trations, even at high C/O ratios. Therefore, we have included only
C2H2 in our current analysis, since C2H2 will effectively mask the
features of C2H4.

2.3 Correlated-k methodology

The correlated-k approximation is a standard approach used in
many Earth-based atmospheric models, both 1D and 3D (Goody
et al. 1989; Lacis & Oinas 1991; Edwards & Slingo 1996) and
also many of the forward models developed for exoplanet atmo-
spheres (Fortney et al. 2010; Mollière et al. 2015; Malik et al. 2017).
Amundsen et al. (2014) created a correlated-k opacity data base for
ATMO which has been updated for this analysis with more species,
all of them listed in Table 1. This data base is on a pressure and
temperature grid which extends from 70 to 3000 K and 10−4 to
108 Pa (10−9 to 103 bar) with 20 and 40 points, respectively, giv-
ing a total of 800 points for each species and each band, covering
the complete range of temperatures and pressures expected in exo-
planetary atmospheres. These correlated-k opacity files are at three
different spectral resolutions, the lowest resolution with 32 bands,
medium resolution with 500 bands and highest resolution with 5000
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bands. The 500 and 5000 bands are evenly spaced in wavenumber
between 1 and 50 000 cm−1. The lowest resolution 32 band files
are used for generating consistent radiative-convective equilibrium
P-T profiles, since the model has to iterate numerous times between
RT and chemistry at each level, making it computationally expen-
sive. 500 and 5000 band files are used to generate transmission and
emission spectra of a planet. All the spectra in this paper have been
calculated using 5000 bands, which corresponds to R ∼ 5000 at
0.2 μm while decreasing to R ∼ 100 at 10 μm.

The correlated-k methodology used in ATMO (Amundsen
et al. 2014) is based on the methodology adopted within the
Met Office Suite Of Community RAdiative Transfer codes based
on Edwards and Slingo (SOCRATES) RT model (Edwards &
Slingo 1996). ATMO has been validated against SOCRATES, by
comparing outputs from both models for hot Jupiter environments
(Amundsen et al. 2014). ATMO in correlated-k mode is also rou-
tinely validated against the LBL methodology by comparing fluxes
and heating rates.

As described earlier, k-coefficients for each gaseous species in-
cluded in the model are computed, for a range of temperatures and
pressures. Depending on the chemical composition of the atmo-
sphere, these opacities are combined together, to obtain a total opac-
ity. Chemical composition will be different for different planets, and
will also change with parameters such as temperature, metallicity
and C/O ratio. Using pre-mixed opacities is not flexible, and is ac-
curate only for a particular atmospheric composition (Amundsen
et al. 2017). Therefore, combining k-coefficients of different gases
to obtain the total opacity of the atmosphere is crucial for flexibility
and accuracy. ATMO adopts the random overlap method with re-
sorting and rebinning (Lacis & Oinas 1991; Amundsen et al. 2017)
to combine k-coefficients ‘on the fly’ depending on the chemical
composition, temperature and pressure at each atmospheric level,
for each spectral band, during each iteration. Therefore, using the
technique of random overlap allows us to simulate atmospheres for
a certain range of temperatures, metallicities and C/O ratio. This
‘on the fly’ combination of k-coefficients using the random overlap
technique also makes the model physically consistent, which means
that the opacities, and thereby the P-T structure, are consistent with
the chemical composition of the atmosphere at any given iteration.

2.4 Radiative transfer

RT in ATMO is solved numerically using the discrete ordinate
method with isotropic scattering, but used only for calculating con-
sistent P-T profiles and emission spectra, while transmission spectra
is computed as shown in Section 2.4.3. The details of the RT com-
putation implemented in ATMO can be found in Drummond et al.
(2016). We here discuss some of the recent new additions to ATMO
used in this analysis.

2.4.1 Multigas Rayleigh scattering

Rayleigh scattering is one of the most important processes affecting
the radiation budget and the albedo of the planetary atmosphere
from ultraviolet to visible wavelengths. Rayleigh scattering due to
any of the species present in the atmosphere is given by (Liou 1980)

σ RAY
n (λ) = 32π3(mr − 1)2

3λ4n2
f (ρn), (1)

where λ is wavelength in cm, σ RAY
n (λ) is Rayleigh scattering cross-

section in cm2, mr is the (real) refractive index for that particular

gas, and n is the number density in cm−3. To consider the anisotropy
of scattering particles, a correction factor f(ρn) is applied given by

f (ρn) = 6 + 3ρn

6 − 7ρn
, (2)

where ρn is the depolarization factor. Additionally, being additive
in nature, the total Rayleigh scattering in the atmosphere will be the
sum of the scattering due to individual species.

In H2- and He-dominated atmospheres with solar metallicity,
it is only the Rayleigh scattering due to H2 and He that is sig-
nificant. However, with an increasing metallicity of the planetary
atmosphere, the abundance of other gases such as CO2, CO, H2O
and CH4 start increasing substantially (Moses et al. 2013b, although
the atmosphere remains H2 and He dominated for metallicities ≤
200× solar). In such cases, Rayleigh scattering due to these other
species also become significant. Therefore, we have included multi-
gas Rayleigh scattering, due to the species CO, N2, CH4, NH3, H2O,
CO2, H2S and SO2, in addition to H2 and He in ATMO model. The
H2 refractive index is adopted from Leonard (1974) and that of He
from Mansfield & Peck (1969). Depolarization factors for both are
taken from Rayleigh (1919) and Penndorf (1957). The source of re-
fractive index and depolarization factor for CO, N2, CH4 and CO2

is Sneep & Ubachs (2005), for NH3 and H2O is Cox (2000) and
for H2S and SO2 is National Physical Laboratory (NPL3) data base.
The wavelength dependence of the refractive index is neglected in
our calculations.

2.4.2 Haze and cloud treatment

In ATMO the opacity of haze, small scattering aerosol particles
suspended in the atmosphere, is implemented as a parametrized
enhanced Rayleigh scattering. This can be represented by
σ (λ) = αhazeσ 0, where σ (λ) is the total scattering cross-section
with haze, αhaze is the haze enhancement factor and σ 0(λ) is the
scattering cross-section due to all other gases (since ATMO con-
siders multigas scattering), and is computed using equations (1)
and (2).

Clouds are treated as large particles with grey opacity. There-
fore, we use a simple treatment of clouds similar to Benneke &
Seager (2012) and Sing et al. (2016). In this treatment, clouds are
primarily scattering in nature thus decreasing the amount of radi-
ation received by the observer at the Earth when the exoplanetary
limb is being observed in transmission. The result of significant
cloud opacity on transmission spectra is obscured or muted molec-
ular absorption features depending on the cloud strength, which is
governed by the particle size, chemical and radiative properties of
the particles. Since, at this stage it is extremely difficult to constrain
the type of aerosol particles in exoplanetary atmospheres (Wake-
ford & Sing 2015), we simply tune the strength of grey scattering
to represent clouds. Therefore, the size of absorption features is a
function of the strength of grey scattering, representing the cloud
deck. This can be represented by κ(λ)c = κ(λ) + αcloudκH2 , where
κ(λ)c is the total scattering opacity in cm2 g−1, κ(λ) is the scattering
opacity due to nominal Rayleigh scattering in similar units, αcloud is
the variable cloudiness factor governing the strength of grey scat-
tering and κH2 is the scattering opacity due to H2 at 350 nm which
is ∼2.5 × 10−3cm2 g−1. This value is calculated using equations
(1) and (2) for the scattering cross-section in cm2 and divided by
the mass of the H2 molecule in grams to obtain scattering opacity

3 http://www.kayelaby.npl.co.uk/general_physics/2_5/2_5_7.html
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Figure 1. Geometry of transmission spectrum computation. I0 is the in-
coming stellar radiation, Rp, eff(λ) is the wavelength-dependent effective
planetary radius including the atmosphere, Rp, opq(λ) is the radius below
which the atmosphere is optically thick, Rp, TOA is the radius at the top of
the atmosphere, b is the impact parameter, τ̃ (b, λ) is the atmospheric optical
depth and s is the ray path coordinate.

in cm2 g−1, assuming a completely H2 atmosphere (that is H2 mole
fraction abundance of 1).

2.4.3 Transmission spectra

Transmission spectra in ATMO is computed as shown in schematic
Fig. 1 using the equation

R2
p,eff (λ) = R2

p,opq(λ) + 2
∫ Rp,TOA

Rp,opq

bdb(1 − e−τ̃ (b,λ)), (3)

where Rp, eff(λ) is the wavelength dependent effective planetary ra-
dius including the atmosphere, Rp, opq(λ) is the radius below which
the atmosphere is optically thick, Rp, TOA is the radius at the top
of the atmosphere, b is the impact parameter, all in cm and τ̃ (b, λ)
is the atmospheric optical depth which for a 1D P-T profile is spher-
ically symmetric and independent of φ but is a function of impact
parameter b and given by

τ̃ (b, λ) =
∫ smax

−smin

dsκρ(λ, s)ρ(s), (4)

where smin is the minimum path coordinate of the ray as it leaves
the atmosphere as illustrated in Fig. 1, while smax is the maximum
path coordinate where the ray enters the atmosphere both in cm,
ρ(s) is the density in g cm−3 at path s given by

√
r2 − b2 in cm

and κρ(λ, s) is the opacity as a function of wavenumber and path
s in cm2 g−1. This gives the effective radius of the planet as a
function of wavelength which represents the model transmission
spectra of the planet. It is worth noting that the chemical and the
thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere imprint their signature
in the transmission spectra via ρ and κ variables. We note that we
assume single scattering and neglect refraction while computing
our transmission spectra.

2.5 Chemistry

ATMO has two chemistry schemes, a Gibbs energy minimization
scheme following Gordon & McBride (1994) used for equilibrium

chemistry calculations and a chemical kinetics scheme that cur-
rently adopts the chemical network of Venot et al. (2012). The
exact methodology and implementation details of both schemes
are explained in Drummond et al. (2016). The chemical kinetics
scheme can also be used to simulate non-equilibrium physical pro-
cesses like vertical mixing and photochemistry. The coupling of the
radiative–convective scheme with the chemistry (equilibrium and
non-equilibrium) scheme also allows fully consistent modelling,
where both the P-T profile and the chemical abundances are solved
for simultaneously. Therefore, it provides a final P-T and chemical
abundances profiles which are physically consistent with each other.
However, as a grid for a range of planets requires extensive com-
putational resources, we restrict ourselves to equilibrium chemistry
for this work.

The Gibbs energy minimization scheme follows the method of
Gordon & McBride (1994), with the thermochemical data for each
species taken from McBride, Gordon & Reno (1993) and McBride,
Zehe & Gordon (2002). For this particular analysis, a total of
258 chemical species comprising of both gaseous and condensate
species were included. The 23 elements included in the model to
form these 258 species are H, He, C, N, O, Na, K, Si, Ar, Ti, V, S,
Cl, Mg, Al, Ca, Fe, Cr, Li, Cs, Rb, F and P. Local chemical equi-
librium abundances are computed by minimizing the Gibbs energy
independently on each model level. This scheme has been validated
by reproducing the results of the TECA chemical equilibrium code
(Venot et al. 2012), as well as the analytical solutions to chemical
equilibrium by Burrows & Sharp (1999) and Heng & Tsai (2016).
For more details on the chemistry schemes, see Drummond et al.
(2016).
ATMO considers three options when calculating the chemical

equilibrium abundances:

(1) Gas-phase only – only gas-phase species are included and
condensed phase species assumed to be negligible.

(2) Local condensation – condensed species are allowed to form,
depleting the gas-phase abundance of the elements locally but each
model level is independent and has the same elemental abundance.

(3) Rainout condensation – condensed species are allowed to
form and the elemental abundance of the elements within those
condensed species is progressively depleted along the profile.

The gas-phase only approach (1) is likely to be valid for very
hot atmospheres where the temperature is above the condensation
temperature of most condensate species. The local condensation
option (2) assumes that the formation of condensates in one model
level does not affect the availability of elements in other model
levels. Finally, the rainout condensation approach (3) assumes that
once condensates are formed the particles sink in the atmosphere
and the elements that comprise that condensate are depleted stoi-
chiometrically from the layers above (e.g. Barshay & Lewis 1978;
Burrows & Sharp 1999). All our model simulations in the grid are
performed using the equilibrium chemistry scheme and including
condensation with rainout. We have adopted condensation with rain-
out mechanism in this paper since it is the most common assumption
in planetary atmospheric models (Burrows & Sharp 1999; Lodders
& Fegley 2006; Fortney et al. 2008; Mbarek & Kempton 2016)

The solar elemental abundances are adopted from Caffau et al.
(2011). In a particular simulation, the elemental abundances are
then adjusted for the set metallicity and C/O ratio parameters. The
metallicity is taken into account by multiplying the abundances of
the elements (except H, He and O) by the appropriate factor, and
then re-normalizing such that the sum of the fractional abundances
is equal to unity. We note that the oxygen abundance is set via the
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Exoplanet transmission spectra library 5163

Figure 2. (a) Host star K magnitude versus one atmospheric scale height observable transit signal in parts per million (ppm) for all the planets selected in the
grid. Colours indicate the temperature of the planet based on the scale, and the size shows the planet mass relative to the mass of the Jupiter. Grey lines indicate
contours at theoretical relative signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio values of 20, 10 and 2.1 (for WASP-43b) from top to bottom. (b) Same as (a) but for V magnitude
and SNR contours of 20, 10 and 1 (for WASP-43b) from top to bottom.

carbon abundance and the prescribed C/O ratio following Moses
et al. (2011), and the C/O ratio refers to total elemental abundance
across gas and condensate phase.

3 G R ID SET-U P

We use 50 vertical model levels with minimum and maximum op-
tical depths of 10−7 and 10 at 1 μm, respectively. This covers the
atmospheric region that is characterized via transmission spectra
(∼0.1–100 millibar), with reasonable computational time for each
model run. However, when we compute P-T profiles as in model
validation (Section 4), our maximum optical depth limit is 2 × 105

at 1 μm, since we need to compute temperatures even in the higher
pressure region (∼103 bar). Also to standardize the comparison of
transmission spectra for a range of variables, we set the pressure at
which the radius of the planet is defined at 1 millibar (Lecavelier
Des Etangs et al. 2008). We note that there exists a degeneracy
between reference transit radius and associated reference pressure
as highlighted by Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. (2008) and Heng
& Kitzmann (2017). Transmission spectra probes the atmospheric
region around ∼0.1–100 millibar, therefore we restrict our upper
atmosphere model pressure to 10−6 bars. The input stellar spectra
for each planetary model grid are taken from the BT-Settl4 models
(Allard, Homeier & Freytag 2012; Rajpurohit et al. 2013). These
stellar spectra are selected according to closest obtained host star
temperature, gravity and metallicity from the TEPCAT data base
(Southworth 2011). All the parameters required for model initial-
ization like stellar radius, planetary radius, planetary equilibrium
temperature, surface gravity and semimajor axis are also adopted
from TEPCAT5 data base, along with observational parameters like
stellar Vmag and Kmag for target selection (see Appendix D).

3.1 Target selection

An order of magnitude estimate of the observable transit signal can
be calculated using basic geometry (Winn 2010), by using planet

4 https://phoenix.ens-lyon.fr/Grids/BT-Settl/AGSS2009/SPECTRA/
5 http://www.astro.keele.ac.uk/jkt/tepcat/allplanets-ascii.txt

parameters and taking the ratio of the annular area of the planetary
atmosphere to that of the stellar surface area given by

OTS = 2RpH

R2∗
106, (5)

where OTS is the observable transit signal for one scale height of
the atmosphere in parts per million (ppm), H is scale height given
by KT/μg, where K is the Boltzmann constant, T is the planetary
equilibrium temperature, μ is the mean molecular weight of the
planetary atmosphere which in this case is for an H2- and He-
dominated atmosphere, g is the planetary surface gravity, Rp is
the planetary radius within which the planet is optically thick at
all wavelengths and R∗ is the stellar radius, all in CGS units. The
OTS for each planet and their host star Vmag and Kmag are plotted
in Fig. 2, along with contours, at a particular relative theoretical
signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) given by

SNRc = SNRref
OTSc

OTSref
10

−(Vc−Vref )
5 , (6)

where SNRc is the theoretical relative signal to noise ratio of
the contour, SNRref is the same for the reference planet, OTSc

is the range of one scale height observable transit signal plotted
in the contours, while OTSref is the OTS for the reference planet, Vc

and Vref are the V magnitudes in the contours and reference planet
host star, respectively. In our case, we have taken WASP-12b as our
reference to plot SNR contours in Fig. 2. This SNR for WASP-12b is
calculated with five scale height transit depth value and the average
noise calculated from Mandell et al. (2013) for one transit. These
contours are used to select observationally significant atmospheres
of exoplanets as shown in Fig. 2.

We select the planets with theoretical relative SNR greater than
that of WASP-43b in Vmag and Kmag as shown in Fig. 2. We have
deliberately chosen to make this grid planet specific, rather than ex-
ploring the huge parameter space of mass, radius, gravity etc., which
would have increased the size of the grid substantially. Making it
planet specific is also very helpful to directly use it for observational
proposals and interpretation without interpolation. All the planets
with their parameters and references, selected in our current grid of
model simulations from TEPCAT data base (Southworth 2011), are
shown in Appendix D.
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Table 2. Table showing the entire parameter space of the grid. The temperature is with respect to the planetary
equilibrium temperature (Teq). The C/O ratio of 0.56 is solar value. The haze enhancement factor is with respect to
gaseous Rayleigh scattering. The grey cloudiness factor is with respect to H2 scattering cross-section at 350 nm.

Temperature Metallicity C/O ratio Haze Grey
(K) (× solar) enhancement factor (αhaze) cloudiness factor (αcloud)

Teq − 300 0.005 0.15 1 (No haze) 0 (No cloud)
Teq − 150 0.1 0.35 10 0.06
Teq 1 0.56 150 0.2
Teq + 150 10 0.70 1100 1
Teq + 300 50 0.75

100 1
200 1.5

3.2 Parameter space selection

This section describes in detail the parameter space of the grid for
which model transmission spectra are generated. These parameters
have been selected based on the most important physical parameters
affecting the transmission spectra and the computational feasibil-
ity of running the simulations for a range of planets. For each
planet, five major parameters are varied and are listed in Table 2.
The first parameter is the temperature of the planet, which is not
a well-constrained parameter observationally, since it is dependent
on various other properties of the atmosphere. However, it has a
profound effect on the transmission spectra of a planet (Fortney
et al. 2010). The zeroth-order Teq calculated based on the distance
of the planet from the host star is the only known parameter. When
computing transmission spectra we are concerned with the temper-
ature approximately around the 1 millibar pressure region of the
atmosphere. Therefore, Teq is used as a first guess. We vary the
temperature of the planetary atmosphere in increments of 150 K to
a maximum of ±300 K, with respect to the Teq of the planet, giv-
ing a total of five temperature grid points per planet as shown in
Table 2. The selection of 150 K increment is based on the typical
temperature uncertainty in the observational transmission spectra
(Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. 2008). The selection of maximum
variation of ±300 K is based on a compromise between computa-
tional feasibility and accuracy required to capture major spectral
features. The metallicity of a planet is a parameter which indirectly
determines the chemical composition of its atmosphere, thereby af-
fecting its observable signatures in the transmission spectra. The
metallicity is varied from subsolar to supersolar values: 0.005, 0.5,
1, 10, 50, 100 and 200 times solar.

Öberg, Murray-Clay & Bergin (2011) and Madhusudhan et al.
(2017) provided evidence of utilizing C/O ratios to constrain the
location of planetary formation in the debris disc. Its effect on the
exoplanet atmospheric chemistry has been studied extensively by
Seager et al. (2005), Kopparapu, Kasting & Zahnle (2012), Mad-
husudhan (2012) and Moses et al. (2013a). In particular, Mollière
et al. (2015) developed a very extensive grid for various C/O ratios
and analysed its effect on the emission spectrum. The C/O ratios
are selected here based on the current important transition values
guided by previous studies. Our selection of lower C/O ratios (0.15
and 0.35) was guided by model fitting to observations, since some
of the observations were consistent with very low C/O ratio (see
Section 5). Therefore, our parameter space contains C/O ratios of
0.15, 0.35, 0.56, 0.7, 0.75, 1 and 1.5. The solar C/O ratio is ∼0.56
(Caffau et al. 2011).

Sing et al. (2016) presented a comparative planetology of vari-
ous exoplanets that highlighted the importance of haze and clouds
in understanding and characterizing exoplanet atmospheres using

transmission spectra. Lecavelier Des Etangs et al. (2008) and Sing
et al. (2015, 2016) highlighted the effect of haze in muting the spec-
tral features in transmission spectra. Therefore, haze in the form
of Rayleigh scattering having variable strengths with respect to the
nominal multigas Rayleigh scattering has been included in the grid
as a fourth parameter. αhaze, the haze enhancement factor, explained
in Section 2.4.2 is varied in the grid in steps such that it leads to ap-
proximately one scale height change in the transmission spectrum,
where the Rayleigh scattering dominates, which leads to multipli-
cation factors 1, 10, 150, 1100 times nominal multigas Rayleigh
scattering in the grid.

A grey scattering opacity representing clouds of different scat-
tering cross-sections is used as a fifth parameter. We use a grey
cloud strength factor (αcloud) (see Section 2.4.2) of 0.06, 0.2 and 1
corresponding to scattering opacity (κ) of ∼ 1.5 × 10−4, 5 × 10−4

and 2.5 × 10−3 cm2g−1, respectively, in the grid. αcloud = 0 cor-
responds to clear sky scenario. These factors were chosen based
on the change in the 1.4 μm H2O spectral feature due to addition
of grey clouds, particularly for the test case of HD 189733b (Mc-
Cullough et al. 2014; Sing et al. 2016; Heng & Kitzmann 2017).
However, since these factors correspond to fixed values of scattering
opacity, they are independent of planetary parameters. The factors
0.06, 0.2 and 1 led to the transit radius ratio of this 1.4 μm feature
being reduced to ∼66 per cent, 33 per cent and 15 per cent, respec-
tively, compared to clear atmosphere case (see Fig. 17b discussed in
Section 6.4). In ATMO, clouds can be specified at any level in the at-
mosphere. However, we specify clouds throughout the atmosphere
(all 50 levels), while changing its scattering strength to represent
the degree of cloudiness.

4 MO D E L VA L I DAT I O N W I T H E QU I L I B R I U M
P-T TRANSMI SSI ON SPECTRA

We currently calculate transmission spectra adopting isothermal
P-T profiles. However, this will be extended to include P-T pro-
files in radiative-convective equilibrium (consistent P-T profiles)
in our upcoming work. In this section, we explain the differences
between transmission spectra computed from isothermal P-T pro-
files and those from consistent P-T profiles. We note that model
transmission spectra with isothermal P-T profiles have been shown
sufficient to explain the observations (see Fortney 2005; Heng &
Kitzmann 2017).

To quantify the effect of assuming an isothermal P-T profile
as opposed to calculating a P-T profile consistent with radiative-
convective equilibrium, we compared the two approaches for plan-
ets spanning a wide range of Teq. Namely, GJ 3470b (Teq = 604 K),
HD 209458b (Teq = 1459 K) and WASP-12b (Teq = 2580 K).
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Figure 3. (a) Differences (residuals) in transit depth (R2
p/R2

� ) generated using radiative-convective equilibrium P-T profiles and isothermal P-T profile (in
the sense consistent minus isothermal) for the isothermal temperatures in our parameter space for GJ 3470b which are 304 K (green), 604 K (blue) and 904 K
(grey). Thicker line in blue for 604 K shows minimum residuals and green line for 304 K shows maximum residuals. Spectra with equilibrium P-T profile is
using the recirculation factor of 0.5 (see Section 4). Residuals are shown both in transit depth in parts per million (ppm) on left and number of scale heights
on right Y-axis. X-axis shows wavelength in μm. (b) Radiative-convective equilibrium P-T profiles for a recirculation factor of 0.5 (black), and isothermal
P-T profiles in our parameter space for GJ 3470b which are 304 K (green), 604 K (blue) and 904 K (grey). The condensation curves for KCl and Na2S are
also shown with dotted lines in red and blue, respectively. Shaded green region highlights the atmospheric pressures (altitude) probed using the transmission
spectra. X-axis shows temperature in Kelvin and Y-axis shows pressure in bar.

Figure 4. (a) Residuals similar to Fig. 3(a), but for hotter planet, HD 209458b (Teq = 1459 K) at 1159 K (green), 1309 K (blue) and 1459 K (grey). Thicker
line in blue for 1309 K shows minimum residuals and green line for 1159 K shows maximum residuals. (b) Figure similar to Fig. 3(b), but for HD 209458b
showing radiative-convective equilibrium P-T profiles for a recirculation factor of 0.5 (black), and isothermal P-T profile at 1159 K (green), 1309 K (blue) and
1459 K (grey).

Computing a P-T profile consistent with radiative-convective equi-
librium requires adoption of an angle of incidence (θ ) for the
radiative flux, and a ‘recirculation factor’ (treated as a reduction
in incoming flux as in Fortney & Marley 2007). The recircula-
tion factor simulates the redistribution of input stellar energy in
the planetary atmosphere, by the dynamics, where a value of 1
equates to no redistribution, while 0.5 represents efficient redis-
tribution. Simulations adopting solar metallicity, solar C/O ra-
tio, without cloud or haze, were then performed for the con-
sistent case, adopting θ = 60◦ (equating to the dayside aver-
age) and a recirculation factor of 0.5, and compared to each of

the counterpart different temperature isothermal simulations in
our grid.

The differences (residuals) between simulated spectra derived
from the consistent simulations and their isothermal counterparts
at three different temperatures adopted in the grid are shown for
GJ 3470b, HD 209458b and WASP-12b in Figs 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a),
respectively. Figs 3(b), 4(b) and 5(b) show the derived consistent
(equilibrium) P-T profiles and the adopted isothermal profiles for
these simulations, alongside the condensation curves of KCl and
Na2S. Figs 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a) include both examples of the largest
and smallest residuals, and reveal that the differences are all less
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Figure 5. (a) Residuals similar to Fig. 3(a), but for a hotter planet WASP-12b (Teq = 2580 K) at 2580 K (green), 2730 K (grey) and 2880 K (blue). Thicker line
in blue for 2880 K shows minimum residuals and green line for 2280 K shows maximum residuals. (b) Figure similar to Fig. 3(b) but for WASP-12 showing
radiative-convective equilibrium P-T profiles for a recirculation factor of 0.5 (black), and isothermal P-T profile at 2280 K (green), 2580 K (grey) and 2880 K
(blue).

than ∼1 scale height for the closest matching isothermal spectrum
at all the wavelengths. Therefore, very high precision measurements
(e.g. ∼150 ppm for HD 209458b) would be needed to detect tem-
perature variations via altitude-dependent scale height differences
in the transmission spectra probed region.

In the case of GJ 3470b, residuals within ∼1 scale height are
seen for the isothermal temperature of 604 K in Fig. 3(a) since this
temperature is closest to the consistent P-T profile in the transmis-
sion spectra probed region, which is almost isothermal, as shown in
Fig. 3(b). The residuals are largest for the coolest isothermal simu-
lation at 304 K, since it is substantially different from the consistent
P-T profile. For HD 209458b and Wasp-12b, the residuals of the
closest matching isothermal spectrum are again within ∼1 scale
height, despite the P-T profile being far from isothermal. For optical
wavelengths large residuals can be seen, for the coolest isothermal
temperature, at the core of the strong Na lines for HD 209458b
and TiO/VO lines for WASP-12b. For HD 209458b, this large
difference is caused by the condensation of Na2S which occurs, as
shown in Fig. 4(b), in the coolest isothermal simulation, at pressures
above 102 Pa (where the Na2S condensation curve intersects the
temperature of 1159 K), but not in the consistent version. In our
model, we assume efficient settling of condensates i.e. ‘rainout’,
which as described in Section 2.5, depletes the atmosphere above
the condensation point of the constituent species. This leads to the
absence of Na features in the spectrum derived from the coolest
isothermal simulation, and thus, large residuals when compared
to the radiative-convective equilibrium version. A similar effect is
found for WASP-12b, but due to condensation of TiO/VO bearing
species in the coolest isothermal simulation as shown in Fig. 5(a).
However, additionally, there is substantial deviation of coolest
isothermal P-T profile from that of consistent profile, as seen in
Fig. 5(b), increasing the residuals. It is important to note that the
residuals found between the spectra derived from the isothermal and
consistent P-T profile simulations are also a function of the recircu-
lation factor adopted in the latter. As the recirculation factor is an
unconstrained parameter, this introduces uncertainties into the con-
sistent calculation thereby affecting the match with the isothermal
spectra.

In summary, for all the test case planets from our grid shown
in Figs 3(a), 4(a) and 5(a), the assumption of an isothermal atmo-
sphere leads to observationally negligible differences for the closest
matching, most appropriate isothermal temperature, except where
the temperatures are cool enough for condensation and subsequent
rainout to occur (as is the case for lowest isothermal temperature
for these planets). In practice, different isothermal temperatures can
be used for different altitudes, as was done for the Na line in HD
189733b (Huitson et al. 2012), which would avoid this issue.

As described in Section 2.5, we assume efficient settling of con-
densed species (rainout) while computing the equilibrium chemistry
in our current simulations, which is a widely adopted assumption in
the literature (Burrows & Sharp 1999; Lodders & Fegley 2006;
Fortney et al. 2008; Mbarek & Kempton 2016). Without a so-
phisticated cloud model, calculating whether a given condensate
will be present in the atmosphere or settle is not possible, so the
best we can provide are the two limiting cases of efficient set-
tling (rainout) and efficient vertical lofting (local condensation or
no-rainout). This concern has prompted us to also provide a match-
ing grid of isothermal simulations via the website in the near future,
adopting the opposite assumption, i.e. efficient lofting of condensed
species (no-rainout). However, we note that all the simulations in
this paper are performed under the assumption of condensation with
rainout.

5 INTERPRETATI ON O F O BSERVATI ONS

In this section, we interpret the observations of 10 hot Jupiter exo-
planets from Sing et al. (2016). The best-fitting planetary character-
istics are determined for each planet, using transmission spectra in
chemical equilibrium and the standard technique of χ2 minimiza-
tion, where the only free parameter is a vertical offset between the
data and the model. We have also compared our physical interpre-
tations with previous studies.

Fig. 6 shows the best-fitting model spectra with observations for
all the planets. This figure can be directly compared to fig. 1 of
Sing et al. (2016). However, in this paper the best-fitting transmis-
sion spectra come from a homogenous set of forward models from
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Exoplanet transmission spectra library 5167

Figure 6. The ATMO forward model grid applied to observations of 10 exoplanets from Sing et al. (2016). The Y-axis shows relative altitude in scale height.
Solid lines show best-fitting forward models and filled circular markers show HST observations with error-bars. Planet names are placed above their respective
spectra. Dashed lines indicate expected Na and K features. Comparatively clear atmospheres at the top have strong H2O and alkali features. The strength of
these features decreases from top to bottom as planets become more hazy and cloudy.
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Table 3. Table showing best-fitting planetary characteristics for all the observed exoplanets from Sing et al. (2016). The C/O ratio of 0.56 is solar value. The
haze enhancement factor is with respect to gaseous Rayleigh scattering. The grey cloudiness factor is with respect to H2 scattering cross-section at 350 nm.
DOF refers to degrees of freedom applied to best fit.

Planet Teq Tbestfit Metallicity C/O Haze Cloud χ2 DOF Reduced χ2 Data source
(K) (K) (x solar) (αhaze) (αcloud)

WASP-17b 1755 1755 0.1 0.15 10 0.2 29.67 38 0.7807 Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-39b 1116 1266 1 0.56 10 0.2 41.84 34 1.23 Fischer et al. (2016); Sing

et al. (2016)
HD-209458b 1459 1459 10 0.56 10 0.5 230.61 123 1.874 Sing et al. (2016)
WASP-19b 2077 1927 0.1 0.35 10 0 7.21 13 0.555 Huitson et al. (2013);

Sing et al. (2016)
HAT-P-1b 1322 1322 0.1 0.15 10 1.0 50.06 41 1.22 Wakeford et al. (2013);

Nikolov et al. (2014)
WASP-31b 1575 1575 0.005 0.35 1 0.06 82.48 60 1.37 Sing et al. (2015, 2016)
WASP-12b 2580 2880 0.1 0.56 150 1 21.53 23 0.936 Sing et al. (2013, 2016)
HAT-P-12b 960 1110 10 0.56 1100 0 27.72 30 0.924 Sing et al. (2016)
HD-189733b 1191 1491 1 0.56 150 0 90.69 52 1.744 Pont et al. (2013);

McCullough et al. (2014);
Sing et al. (2016)

WASP-6b 1184 1184 0.005 0.15 1100 0 29.55 18 1.641 Nikolov et al. (2015);
Sing et al. (2016)

Figure 7. χ2 map for WASP-39b. Contours of χ2 are shown for all the
combinations of grid parameters. Axis for cloud and haze factors is log-
scaled. Metallicity is also log-scaled, 0 being solar metallicity and 2 being
100 times solar metallicity. Colours indicate confidence intervals as shown
in colourmap to the right (see Section 5 for details).

our grid, compared to a combination of different models shown in
Sing et al. (2016). The best-fitting planetary characteristics along
with their χ2 values are shown in Table 3. We also present the
χ2 maps (Madhusudhan & Seager 2009), to demonstrate how the
physical parameters are constrained for each planet, in Fig. 7 for
WASP-39b and in Figs A1–A9 in Appendix A for all the other
planets. For this, χ2 is computed for each model simulation. Then,
we fix values of a pair of parameters whilst allowing all others to
be free. This is repeated for all pair combinations and all the pos-
sible combinations of grid parameters. The resulting χ2 space is
mapped along with confidence intervals, which are obtained un-
der the assumption of a χ2 distribution with two degrees of free-
dom, since there are two unconstrained variables for each plot on
the map.

5.1 WASP-17b

The best-fitting WASP-17b forward model (topmost) in Fig. 6 shows
that the data are consistent with subsolar metallicities and subsolar
C/O ratios as shown in Table 3. The best-fitting model gives a re-
duced χ2 value of 0.82 which can be considered to be an excellent
fit for a purely forward model. It also shows signature of haze due
to Rayleigh scattering of the order of αcloud = 10, in agreement with
the retrieval analysis of Barstow et al. (2017). The data are also
consistent with cloudiness factor of αcloud = 0.2. However, the Na
feature in our best-fitting model is not as strong as in the observa-
tions. The reason for this is unclear and retrieval models are also not
able to explain this strong feature as shown in Barstow et al. (2017).
The χ2 map for WASP-17b is shown in Fig. A1 in Appendix A. It
shows that the data are consistent with the lowest possible C/O ratio
in our parameter space. Therefore, current observations do not show
clear features indicative of carbon bearing species. This finding was
also one of the initial motivations to expand our parameter space
to C/O ratio as low as 0.15. The best-fitting model shows that H2O
features dominate the infrared spectra.

5.2 WASP-39b

For WASP-39b shown in Fig. 6, the data are consistent with
αhaze = 10 and αcloud = 0.2 with solar metallicity and solar C/O
ratio. They show one of the clearest atmosphere of the set as con-
cluded by Fischer et al. (2016), but our results also show weak
haziness and cloudiness. Fig. 7 shows the χ2 map for WASP-39b,
revealing that except the temperature all other values are very well
constrained for this planet. The 1σ credible range for the temper-
ature of the planet is higher than the upper limit of our parameter
space. The metallicity of the planet is well constrained between
solar and slightly subsolar values, while the C/O ratio is well con-
strained near a solar C/O ratio. The data are also consistent with the
presence of Na and K, albeit at a low significance.

5.3 HD 209458b

HD 209458b is the best observationally constrained planet in our
sample. Our four cloudiness factors were insufficient to constrain
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the HD 209458b observed spectra, therefore we added two more
cloudiness factors (αcloud = 0.5 and 10) specifically for HD 209458b.
We find that the data are consistent with 10 times solar metallicity
and a combination of Rayleigh haze and grey clouds, with muted
H2O, Na and K features. However, a rise in the Rp/R� values
between 0.3 and 0.4 μm in the Rayleigh slope part of the spectrum
is still not explained by the model. This may be due to thermospheric
effects or missing opacity. The χ2 map of HD 209458b is shown in
Fig. A2 in Appendix A. It demonstrates that the best-fitting values
of HD 209458b are very well constrained with 4σ confidence. This
is mainly due to the high wavelength resolution in observations
compared to any other planet. However, it is interesting to see that
some of the parameters like metallicity have a bi-modal structure
in the maps. Therefore, although observations are consistent with a
10 times solar metallicity model, a 0.1 times solar metallicity model
can also explain the observations, with the corresponding decrease
in haziness, cloudiness and temperature.

5.4 WASP-19b

WASP-19b is the planet with least observational data points, posing
a challenge to accurately constrain its characteristics. This can be
seen in the χ2 map plot for WASP-19b in Fig. A3 in Appendix A.
Temperature, clouds and haze are the least constrained, while the
C/O ratio is constrained to values less than solar, and metallicity
between 0.1 and 1 times solar, considering 1σ confidence intervals.
However, data are consistent with subsolar metallicity and subsolar
C/O ratio with haze, but no grey clouds. The H2O features are clearly
visible in the model and observations, muted by haze and consistent
with a low C/O ratio atmosphere, all in agreement with Huitson
et al. (2013). The best-fitting forward model also suggests a weak
narrow Na feature for WASP-19b, which has not been detected in
the observations due to lack of sufficient data points. Importantly,
the lack of TiO/VO features also suggest a lower than equilibrium
temperature for this planet.

5.5 HAT-P-1b

The HAT-P-1b data are consistent with 0.1 times solar metallicity,
subsolar C/O ratio of 0.15, αhaze = 10 and substantial grey cloudi-
ness factor of αcloud = 1. They are consistent with H2O features
similar to Wakeford et al. (2013) but are strongly muted, which can
be attributed to the extreme cloudiness. One of the most important
discrepancies between the data and the model is that the best-fitting
forward model in chemical equilibrium predicts a very weak, nar-
row Na feature, compared to a larger feature in the observations
implying that it might have enhanced (non-solar or disequilibrium)
Na concentration in agreement with Nikolov et al. (2014). However,
the strength of the Na feature in the best-fitting no-rainout chemistry
scenario is similar to observations (not shown here), potentially im-
plying some missing physical process is preventing it from raining
out. The χ2 map for HAT-P-1b is shown in Fig. A4 in Appendix A.
It demonstrates that similar to WASP-17b, the HAT-P-1b data are
consistent with the lowest considered C/O ratio in our parameter
space, i.e. C/O = 0.15. Interpreted characteristics of this planet are
very similar to that of WASP-17b, but with more cloudiness.

5.6 WASP-31b

The WASP-31b data are consistent with a 0.005 times solar metal-
licity and the C/O ratio of 0.35 with no enhanced Rayleigh scat-
tering, but a grey cloud enhancement factor αcloud = 0.06. One

of the important discrepancies between the data and the model is
that the observations suggest a possible K feature without any Na
feature, which none of the forward models in our parameter space
for this planet are able to reproduce. Na and K have very similar
condensation curves so they are both expected in the spectrum in
chemical equilibrium conditions (see Section 5.8 for the exception).
Sing et al. (2015) interpreted a strong haze and cloud deck with K
feature, but our best-fitting forward model in chemical equilibrium
suggests a more clear atmosphere, with very weak K feature and
extremely subsolar metallicity. This discrepancy points towards a
subsolar Na/K abundance in agreement with Sing et al. (2015). It
also highlights the degeneracy existing between the effect of metal-
licity and clouds/haze on spectral features and can be seen in χ2

map for WASP-31b in Fig. A5.

5.7 WASP-12b

WASP-12b has the highest equilibrium temperature among our ob-
served targets. Madhusudhan et al. (2011) concluded a high C/O
ratio and weak thermal inversion for this planet based on Spitzer
infrared measurements. However, HST WFC3 optical observations
from Sing et al. (2016) show a completely flat spectra with just
a Rayleigh scattering slope. The data from Sing et al. (2016) are
consistent with an extremely hazy and cloudy atmosphere. They
show evidence for aerosols and absence of TiO/VO. The best-
fitting values reach the upper edge of our parameter space for clouds
(αcloud = 1) along with haziness factor of αhaze = 150, subsolar metal-
licity and solar C/O ratios. The χ2 map of WASP-12b is shown in
Fig. A6 in Appendix A. It shows that many of the parameters are
unconstrained, which is mainly due to the featureless spectrum and
also since the slope of scattering due to haze deviates from λ−4,
the standard Rayleigh scattering slope. However, Kreidberg et al.
(2015) obtained more precise data between 0.8 and 1.6 μm with
six HST transits along with detection of an H2O feature. When data
from Kreidberg et al. (2015) are used along with the data from Sing
et al. (2016), they are consistent with an equilibrium temperature of
2280 K, solar metallicity, C/O ratio of 0.7, haze factor of αhaze = 150
and cloud factor of αcloud = 1. It is also consistent with the 1.4 μm
H2O feature. Since our best-fitting model suggests a C/O ratio of
0.7, ruling out carbon-rich spectra, it is in agreement with retrieval
results of Kreidberg et al. (2015), within the 1σ uncertainties.

5.8 HAT-P-12b

The data for HAT-P-12b are consistent with a strong enhanced
Rayleigh scattering, αhaze = 1100, reaching the upper limit of pa-
rameter space, but without any grey clouds. The best-fitting model
shows evidence for K, but not Na. Interestingly, this particular sce-
nario, where a K feature is present but Na is not, is produced in
our model simulations for HAT-P-12b shown in Fig. 8. However,
this scenario is not in agreement with other spectral features, and
therefore is not selected as best-fitting model. However, the tem-
perature required to obtain K features without any Na features lie
within 2σ uncertainties of best-fitting temperature values. Fig. A7
in Appendix A shows χ2 map for HAT-P-12b, which also suggests
extremely high haziness for this planet is well constrained.

5.9 HD 189733b

HD 189733b is the planet with the second highest number of ob-
servations of our targets and has one of the strongest enhanced
Rayleigh scattering signatures in agreement with Pont et al. (2013).
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Figure 8. HAT-P-12b transmission spectra for a range of temperatures (in
Kelvin) at solar metallicity, solar C/O ratio and clear atmosphere. X-axis is
wavelength in μm and Y-axis transit radius ratio (Rp/R�).

The data show H2O and Na features as found in McCullough et al.
(2014) and Sing et al. (2016). They are consistent with αhaze = 150,
solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio, shown in Fig. 6 and Table 3.
However, the forward model also predicts an Na feature which is not
seen in the observations. The χ2 maps show that most of the model
parameters are well constrained as seen in Fig. A8 in Appendix A.
Only the temperature of the planet tends to hit the upper edge of
our parameter space.

5.10 WASP-6b

WASP-6b has very few observations similar to WASP-19b making
it very difficult to constrain its physical parameters. There is a
strong signature of haze with αhaze = 1100 also in agreement with
Nikolov et al. (2015), but no Na or K signature tentatively seen in
observations.

With the best-fitting estimates of all the planets using forward
models, we see a continuum from clear to cloudy/hazy atmospheres
as found by Sing et al. (2016). The data for all the 10 planets are
consistent with subsolar to solar C/O ratio. This is also in agreement
with the retrieval analysis of Benneke (2015), where they concluded
C/O ratios of HD 209458b, WASP-19b, WASP-12b, HAT-P-1b,
HD 189733b and WASP-17b to be less than 0.9. Therefore, current
observations do not show clear features, indicative of carbon bearing
species. The metallicity for these planetary atmospheres is also
consistent with extremely subsolar value of 0.005 to that of 10 times
solar metallicity and tend to favour an H2O dominated, rather than
a CH4 (carbon species) dominated atmosphere. As seen in Table 3,
good fits are obtained in 6 out of 10 planets (χ2

r near 1) with a wide
parameter space exploration using a forward model.

6 TRANSMISSION SPECTRA: VARIATION
W I T H PA R A M E T E R S

The major spectral features of various species in the transmission
spectrum of exoplanets are described in Appendix B. In this section,
we explore the parameter space for a subset of planets, to demon-
strate their effect on the transmission spectra. For brevity, we select
three planets across different equilibrium temperature regimes. The
effect on the transmission spectra of these planets over the entire

parameter space is investigated, along with their physical interpre-
tation. The three planets for which we present the analysis are HAT-
P-12b, WASP-17b and WASP-12b, with equilibrium temperatures
of 960, 1755 and 2580 K, respectively. These three different planets
cover the full range of currently observed hot Jupiter planets.

6.1 Effect of temperature

The temperature structure of the planet governs the most important
physical and chemical mechanisms in a planetary atmosphere. The
isothermal temperature we adopt is indicative of the temperature at
the ∼1 millibar pressure level. The metallicity and C/O ratio were
fixed to solar values to explore the effect of temperature, without
any changes due to other parameters.

Changes in the transmission spectral features for a range of tem-
peratures for HAT-P-12b with an equilibrium temperature of 960 K
are shown in Fig. 8. As the temperature increases from 660 to
1260 K, the dominant spectral features vary substantially. For tem-
peratures from 660 to 960 K, the spectra are dominated by CH4

without any Na, K or other alkali metal features. However, at a
temperature of 1110 K we observe a K feature at 0.74 μm and most
importantly H2O features start to dominate over those of CH4. The
alkali metal features of Li, Rb and Cs also start showing their sig-
natures at this temperature. When the temperature is increased to
1260 K, Na features become visible which were absent at 1110 K,
implying a threshold value of temperature, below which it rains
out Na and above which it is sustained in the gas phase. Moreover,
spectral features of CO also appear at T > 960 K, at 4.5 μm

The change in transmission spectral features for a range of tem-
peratures for WASP-17b with an equilibrium temperature of 1755 K
are shown in Fig. 9(a). The features become stronger with the in-
crease in temperature, because the scale height increases, implying
hot planets are the best targets for transmission spectroscopy as
found in previous studies (Fortney et al. 2010). Additionally, at
temperatures greater than ∼2000 K, features of VO can be seen
near the K absorption band. The temperature of ∼2055 K (based on
grid resolution) is where it becomes possible for VO to be in the
gas phase, thus we see its very weak features. However, with the
increase in temperature there is a gradual increase in the concen-
tration of both TiO and VO and their features become increasingly
significant which can be seen in higher equilibrium temperature
planets.

Fig. 10 shows spectra for WASP-12b with an equilibrium tem-
perature of 2580 K. Here, we clearly see the gradual increase in
the TiO/VO features as we increase the temperature from 2280 to
2880 K, with the spectra substantially dominated by TiO/VO with
extremely large effective Rp/R� in the optical. This shows that
the presence of TiO/VO in these high-temperature planetary atmo-
spheres leads to a substantial signature in transmission spectra in
agreement with previous studies (Burrows & Sharp 1999; Fortney
et al. 2010). Importantly, it shows that VO is sustained in the atmo-
sphere for temperatures greater than ∼2050 K, but TiO is sustained
only after ∼2350 K with abundances greater than VO. Therefore, it
is TiO, not VO that leads to these huge spectral features at optical
wavelengths for high-temperature planets in chemical equilibrium,
which can be seen in Fig. 10. It is also important to note that TiO/VO
features develop around Na and K features, thereby masking them.
We would expect Na and K to be ionized as such high tempera-
tures, but we currentlyes do not include ionization in our model.
We also see that the ratio of optical and near-infrared bands Rp/R�

change with changing temperature. We note that TiO/VO features
are seen above 1500 K if we simulate assuming gas-phase chemistry
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Figure 9. (a) WASP-17b transmission spectra for a range of temperatures, similar to Fig. 8, with major molecular features shown at equilibrium temperature
(1755 K). (b) Change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with change in temperature for WASP-17b at solar
metallicity, solar C/O ratio and clear atmosphere. X-axis is temperature in Kelvin while Y-axis shows mean abundances in units of mole fraction. TiO/VO
shown in legends has been rained out for this planet.

Figure 10. WASP-12b transmission spectra for a range of temperatures,
similar to Fig. 8.

as concluded by Mollière et al. (2017). However, if we consider con-
densation with rainout which is a more physical representation of a
planetary atmosphere, we see TiO/VO features only after ∼ 2000 K.
We note that using consistent P-T profiles might change
this result.

To understand the change in equilibrium chemical abundances
with temperature, we calculate the simple linear mean abundances
for some spectrally important species in the transmission spectra
probed region (0.1–100 millibar). Fig. 9(b) shows these mean abun-
dances for WASP-17b. CO is the most abundant chemical species
after H, H2 and He (not shown here). Surprisingly, H2S is also as
abundant as H2O, but with a weak spectral signature, therefore it
has not yet been detected in any exoplanet atmosphere. However,
H2S abundances decrease with increasing temperature while that
of H2O increases, especially after 1900 K. The drop in CH4 abun-
dances with increase in temperature is substantial, going from 10−7

to 10−10 mole fraction as temperature goes from 1455 to 2055 K.
HCN and C2H2 abundances are almost constant with increase in
temperature but decreases after 1900 K. We note that the H2O mole

fraction is ∼4 × 10−4 at solar metallicity and solar C/O ratio, when
only gas-phase chemistry is considered, as adopted by Barstow et al.
(2017). However, if we include condensation with rainout, which
is the case for this entire grid, some of the oxygen is taken up by
condensate species reducing elemental oxygen available to form
H2O (Moses et al. 2011). This leads to H2O abundances at solar
metallicity being lower at a value of ∼1.4 × 10−5.

6.2 Effect of metallicity

Figs 11(a), 12(a) and 13(a) show changes in the transmission spectra
with changes in metallicity for HAT-P-12b, WASP-17b and WASP-
12b, respectively. Additionally, their corresponding mean chemi-
cal abundances are shown in 11(b), 12(b) and 13(b), respectively.
These simulations are at planetary equilibrium temperature, solar
C/O ratio and do not include any haze or clouds. At optical wave-
lengths, for HAT-P-12b as shown in Fig. 11(a), we see the change
in the Rayleigh scattering strength as we go from subsolar metallic-
ities to supersolar metallicities. This is a direct result of inclusion
of multigas Rayleigh scattering, explained in Section 2.4.1. The
larger spectral features (higher Rp/R�) at higher metallicities for
all wavelengths can be attributed to an increase in opacity (Fortney
et al. 2010). In the infrared and near-infrared we see a trend where
increasing metallicity leads to an increase in the strength of spectral
features. However, there is a substantial change in the features at
50 times solar metallicity. This can be attributed to a decrease in
H2O and CO2 abundances and a corresponding increase in CH4,
HCN and C2H2 abundances shown in Fig. 11(b) for HAT-P-12b.
There is also a dramatic rise in C2H2 abundances.

For WASP-17b, one of the most important effects is the broad-
ening of Na features with the increase in metallicity as shown in
Fig. 12(a). We note that this broadening is not due to any broad-
ening mechanism explained in Section 2.2, but due to an increase
in the opacity. With the increase in metallicity, Na abundance in-
creases while the scale height of the atmosphere decreases. Since
the transmission spectra represents the planetary radius at a ref-
erence pressure of ∼1 millibar, the opacity at this pressure level
will therefore increase with increase in metallicity leading to larger
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Figure 11. (a) HAT-P-12b transmission spectra for a range of metallicity (times solar) at its equilibrium temperature, solar C/O ratio and clear atmosphere.
X-axis is wavelength in μm and Y-axis transits radius ratio (Rp/R�). (b) Change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various
molecules, with change in metallicity for HAT-P-12b. X-axis is metallicity (×solar) while Y-axis shows mean mole fraction.

Figure 12. (a) WASP-17b transmission spectra for a range of metallicity (times solar), similar to Fig. 11(a), with major molecular features shown at highest
metallicity (200×). (b) Change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with change in metallicity for WASP-17b,
similar to Fig. 11(b).

features. It enables probing weak absorption wings as seen in
Fig. 12(a) for Na with broadened features. This could be used as one
of the signatures to constrain the metallicities of exoplanet atmo-
spheres. There also appears to be a transition metallicity between
10 and 50 times solar, between which we see a substantial change
in the spectral features. To test this, we removed HCN opacities in
the model simulation at 50 times solar metallicity, which allowed
us to conclude that the major changes in the spectral features were
due to HCN, especially between 2 to 4 μm shown in Fig. 12(b).
Therefore, HCN may well be detectable using the NIRSPEC G395
grism onboard JWST, which could also aid constraining plane-
tary atmospheric metallicity. Some of the changes in the spectra
due to the change in the metallicity are also due to a decrease in
H2O and CO2 abundances along with the increase in CH4 abun-
dances as shown in Fig. 12(b). HCN has more effect in the trans-
mission spectra for hotter planets like WASP-17b as compared to

HAT-P-12b which has been tested by switching off HCN opacities
in both the cases.

Fig. 13(a) shows the change in transmission spectra with changes
in metallicity for WASP-12b, with equilibrium temperature of
2580 K. At extremely subsolar metallicity, TiO/VO features are
absent, due to their low abundances as seen in Fig. 13(b). However,
the strength of TiO/VO spectral features increase with increasing
metallicity reaching its peak at solar metallicity, before decreasing
again. This decrease is due to depleted TiO in the atmosphere, as
seen in Fig. 13(b). The drop in TiO mean mole fraction to 0 for
metallicities greater than solar can be attributed to formation of
Ti3O5 condensate which takes up all the elemental Titanium. How-
ever, the presence of VO leads to comparatively weaker features in
the optical wavelengths up to 100 times solar metallicity. These TiO
and VO features are completely absent at extremely high metallicity
of 200 times solar.
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Figure 13. (a) WASP-12b transmission spectra for a range of metallicity (times solar), similar to Fig. 11(a). (b) Change in mean chemical abundances between
0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with change in metallicity for WASP-12b, similar to Fig. 11(b).

Figure 14. (a) HAT-P-12b transmission spectra for a range of C/O ratio at its equilibrium temperature, solar metallicity and clear atmosphere. X-axis is
wavelength in μm and Y-axis transits radius ratio (Rp/R�). (b) Change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100 millibar for various molecules, with
change in C/O ratio for HAT-P-12b, X-axis is C/O ratio and Y-axis is mean abundances in units of mole fraction. Dashed line indicates solar C/O ratio.

6.3 Effect of C/O ratio

Figs 14(a), 15(a) and 16(a) show changes in the transmission spec-
tra resulting from the changes in the C/O ratio for HAT-P-12b,
WASP-17b and WASP-12b, respectively. Additionally, the mean
chemical abundances are shown in 14(b), 15(b) and 16(b), respec-
tively. These simulations are at planetary equilibrium temperature,
solar metallicity, and do not include any haze or clouds.

For HAT-P-12b, as the C/O ratio increases CH4 features start
dominating over the H2O features, with C/O ratio of ∼0.56 being
the transition value, as seen in Fig. 14(a). Interestingly, Fig. 14(b)
shows that H2O and CH4 abundances are almost equal at the C/O
ratio of ∼0.56 (solar). However, H2O dominates below ∼0.56 and
CH4 above it. Note that for lower C/O ratios, oxygen-bearing species
such as CO and CO2 dominate, but are replaced by other carbon-
bearing species such as HCN and C2H2 as the C/O ratio increases,
thereby changing the spectra drastically. The mean mole fraction
of CO, CO2 and H2O drop to 0 at C/O ratio of 1.5. This is a

combined result of the decrease in elemental oxygen at high C/O
ratio and the remaining elemental oxygen taken by more stable
condensates such as SiO2, Al2O3, NaAlSi3O8, KAlSi2O6 etc. It
must be noted that this result might change with consistent P-T
profiles, as the temperature will be higher in the higher pressure
levels of the atmosphere, affecting the formation of condensates.

In the case of WASP-17b, as shown in Fig. 15(a), a transition
can again be seen from an H2O- to a CH4-dominated infrared spec-
trum as the C/O ratio increases. However, in this case the transition
occurs at a higher C/O ratio of ∼0.7 (compared to ∼0.56 for HAT-
P-12b), implying that planets with higher equilibrium temperature
have higher transition C/O ratios, in agreement with previous stud-
ies (Kopparapu et al. 2012; Madhusudhan 2012; Moses et al. 2013a;
Mollière et al. 2015; Venot et al. 2015). Fig. 15(b) shows the change
in mean abundances with C/O ratio for WASP-17b. Here, the tran-
sition from H2O- to CH4-dominated chemistry occurs at higher
C/O ratio compared to HAT-P-12b. It can also be seen that C2H2

and HCN abundances slightly increase even more than CH4 for
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Figure 15. (a) WASP-17b transmission spectra for a range of C/O ratio, similar to Fig. 14(a). (b) Change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100
millibar for various molecules, with change in C/O ratio for WASP-17b, similar to Fig. 14(b).

Figure 16. (a) WASP-12b transmission spectra for a range of C/O ratio, similar to 14(a). (b) Change in mean chemical abundances between 0.1 and 100
millibar for various molecules, with change in C/O ratio for WASP-12b, similar to Fig. 14(b).

WASP-17b, for a C/O ratio of 0.7 and higher. This results in a dras-
tic change in transmission spectra, at a C/O ratio of 0.7. Similar to
HAT-P-12b, mean mole fraction of CO, CO2 and H2O drop to 0 for
WASP-17b at C/O ratio of 1.5.

Fig. 16(a) shows spectra for WASP-12b at solar metallicity at
various C/O ratios with a clear atmosphere. Fig. 16(a) demonstrates
an evolution in the TiO/VO features with C/O ratio. For a C/O ratio
up to ∼0.75, TiO/VO features are dominant but decline thereafter,
becoming almost absent by a C/O ratio of 1 and completely absent
by 1.5. This is caused by the depletion of oxygen, and subsequent
depletion of TiO/VO, as shown in Fig. 16(b). As found for cooler
planets, there is a clear transition in the spectra with C/O ratio, as
shown in Fig. 16(b). However, this transition occurs at a higher
C/O ratio, ∼1–1.3, compared to that found in lower temperature
planets (e.g. HAT-P-12b at a C/O ratio of ∼0.56). Furthermore,
the transition in cooler planets is simply between an H2O- and a
CH4-dominated infrared spectrum, whereas in this hotter case HCN
and C2H2 also become more abundant, and therefore spectrally
important alongside CH4 at higher C/O ratios. We also performed

additional tests adopting radiative-convective equilibrium P-T pro-
files for some planets, to explore whether our conclusions relating
to the C/O transition values are robust, and find they remain un-
changed, in agreement with previous works (Kopparapu et al. 2012;
Madhusudhan 2012; Moses et al. 2013a; Mollière et al. 2015; Venot
et al. 2015).

6.4 Effect of haze and clouds

Haze can be an important source of scattering in planetary atmo-
spheres. Fig. 17(a) shows the effect of our haze treatment on the
transmission spectra of HD 189733b. It shows that as the amount
of haze is increased in the atmosphere there is an increase in the
amplitude of Rayleigh scattering slope and tendency to mute fea-
tures, especially at very high values of haze enhancement factor.
Haze predominantly affects the optical part of the spectrum due to
its scattering nature.

Fig. 17(b) shows the effect of our cloud treatment on the trans-
mission spectra of HD 189733b. An increase in cloud strength
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Figure 17. (a) HD 189733b transmission spectra for a range of haze enhancement factor at its equilibrium temperature, solar C/O ratio, solar metallicity and
no clouds. X-axis is wavelength in μm and Y-axis transits radius ratio (Rp/R�). (b) HD 189733b transmission spectra for a range of grey cloud enhancement
factor at its equilibrium temperature, solar C/O ratio, solar metallicity and no haze. X-axis is wavelength in μm and Y-axis transits radius ratio (Rp/R�).

(αhaze) from 0, which indicates no clouds, to 1, which corresponds
to grey scattering opacity of 2.5 × 10−3cm2 g−1 (explained in de-
tail in Section 3.2), increasingly mutes the absorption features at
all wavelengths in the transmission spectra. Essentially, increasing
cloud cover tends to flatten the spectra. However, interestingly for
very hot planets like WASP-12b, the TiO/VO features are so large
that even the maximum cloud strength in our parameter space is not
able to mute them completely. We note that our model simulations
can be used to produce a spectrum that represents patchy clouds
using a linear combination of clear and cloudy models (e.g. Line &
Parmentier 2016).

7 SIMULATING JWST O B S E RVATI O N S W I T H
ATMO

The JWST is an infrared space telescope with a 6.5-m primary mirror
scheduled for launch in 2018 October. The high sensitivity of JWST
and its suite of instruments (NIRCam, NIRSpec, NIRISS and MIRI)
spanning 0.6–28.3 μm provide the potential to revolutionize our
understanding of the atmospheres of extrasolar transiting planets.
In preparation of its launch, Batalha et al. (2017) have developed
a noise simulator, called PandExo,6 which creates observation
simulations of all observatory-supported time series spectroscopy
modes.

We present PandExo simulations of the transmission spectra of
WASP-17b for the NIRISS SOSS, NIRSpec G395H and MIRI LRS
modes shown in Fig. 18 and the ATMOmodel simulation which best
fits the current HST data shown in Table 3. We also overplotted this
with only H2O opacity model spectrum, which shows H2O features
explain the spectrum almost completely. Interestingly, between 4
and 6 μm, just H2O opacity spectrum deviates from all-opacity
spectrum, which we find is due to CO features, even though this
spectrum is for very low C/O ratio of 0.15. This highlights the
capability of JWST to detect CO in exoplanet atmospheres and also
possibly constrain their C/O ratio.

6 http://pandexo.science.psu.edu:1111/#

Figure 18. ATMO best-fitting model transmission spectrum (transit depth)
for WASP-17b simulated with PandExo for JWST observations. Model
spectrum with all opacities is shown in yellow, which for most of the spec-
trum is hidden behind only H2O opacity spectrum shown in black. CO
(carbon monoxide) feature is marked. Shaded regions and corresponding
coloured markers indicate different JWST instrument modes, red indicates
NIRISS SOSS mode, blue indicates NIRSpec G395H mode and green indi-
cates MIRI LRS mode. X-axis is wavelength in μm and Y-axis transits depth
(R2

p/R2
� ).

The simulation was performed for a single occultation with an
equal fraction of in-transit to out-of-transit observation time, a noise
floor of 20 ppm was set for all observation modes and detector sat-
uration was set at 80 per cent full well. The stellar and planetary
parameters necessary for the simulation were retrieved from the
TEPCAT data base and the stellar spectrum used was identical to
the one used for the WASP-17b model grid from the BT-SETTL
stellar models. All instrument related parameters, such as subar-
rays and readout patterns, were kept at the PandExo defaults. The
maximum resolution of the ATMO model grid spectrum currently
provided is not strictly as high as the achievable resolution of the
NIRSpec G395H; however, binning of the data will be typically
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necessary to improve the signal to noise and make resolving certain
spectral features possible. As such we do not expect the current
model resolution to negatively affect either the current PandExo
simulations or any future data analysis. It is evident from these sim-
ulations that JWST is likely to provide a dramatic improvement in
data quality and wavelength coverage, and the model atmospheres
presented, in conjunction with PandExo, are an excellent predic-
tive tool for the planning of future observations.

8 C O N C L U S I O N S

We have created an extensive grid7 (∼460 000 simulations) of for-
ward model transmission spectra and the corresponding chemical
abundances for 117 observationally significant exoplanets (3920
simulations per planet). The simulated spectra and abundances
were produced using a 1D radiative–convective–chemical equilib-
rium model termed ATMO (described in Tremblin et al. 2015, 2016;
Drummond et al. 2016), under the assumption of an isothermal P-T
profile and including condensation with rainout, varying tempera-
ture, metallicity, C/O ratio, haziness and cloudiness. The opacity
data base used for the simulation (Amundsen et al. 2014) is one of
the most up-to-date for high-temperature planets, including H2 and
He broadening wherever possible. The selection of the planets to be
modelled was based on their observational transit signal and SNR
in Vmag and Kmag.

In this paper, we explored the validity of the assumption of an
isothermal atmosphere, by comparing our simulations with versions
including a P-T profile in radiative–convective and chemical equi-
librium. For a test planet (HD 209458b), we demonstrated that the
difference in the transmission spectra between the isothermal and
consistent P-T profile was small in most cases, except in the tem-
perature regime where spectrally important species condense and
potentially rain out of the atmosphere (for example, Na).

We used our set of model simulations to interpret observations
of 10 exoplanet atmospheres from Sing et al. (2016). We see a
continuum from clear to hazy/cloudy atmospheres as found by Sing
et al. (2016). The data for all the 10 planets are consistent with
subsolar to solar C/O ratio, 0.005 to 10 times solar metallicity
and a water, rather than a methane-dominated atmosphere. The
data for WASP-17b, HAT-P-1b and WASP-6b are consistent with
the lowest C/O ratio in out parameter space (0.15), implying the
current observations of these planets do not show any clear features,
indicative of carbon bearing species. The data for HAT-P-12b and
WASP-6b are consistent with extremely high haziness, but without
any grey clouds. The data for WASP-12b show extremely muted
H2O features leading to the most hazy and cloudy planet of all,
while the data for WASP-17b, WASP-39b, WASP-19b and WASP-
31b are consistent with a comparatively clear atmosphere. χ2 map
for WASP-31b also highlighted the degeneracy existing between
the effect of metallicity and clouds/haze on spectral features. χ2

map for HD 209458b revealed a bimodal structure in metallicity,
again highlighting the degeneracy between metallicity and all other
considered parameters.

We described the variation in transmission spectra with the grid
parameters, specifically, temperature, metallicity, C/O ratio, hazi-
ness and cloudiness. We also explored the change in the chemical
equilibrium abundances with respect to these parameters in the

7 https://bd-server.astro.ex.ac.uk/exoplanets/

transmission spectra probed region (∼0.1–100 millibar). We high-
lighted spectral features of various chemical species across a range
of wavelengths, useful for identifying their signatures in JWST or
HST transmission spectra. We find the equilibrium chemical abun-
dances do not change as drastically with temperature, as with metal-
licity and C/O ratio. CO remains the most abundant chemical species
between ∼0.1 and 100 millibar, apart from H, H2 and He in all the
temperature regimes, except below 800 K, where H2O and CH4 are
more abundant than CO.

CO also remains the most abundant chemical species apart from
H, H2 and He in all the metallicity regimes. CO abundances also
increase substantially with increasing metallicity. The transmission
spectra and the chemical abundances of many species change dras-
tically from 10 to 50 times solar metallicity, implying a transition
metallicity between these values. The change in spectra is primarily
due to HCN and C2H2. Therefore, spectral features of these species
could aid constraining planetary atmospheric metallicity. We find
the transition C/O ratio, from H2O to CH4 (carbon species) dom-
inated spectra increases with increasing temperature in agreement
with previous studies (Kopparapu et al. 2012; Madhusudhan 2012;
Moses et al. 2013a; Mollière et al. 2015; Venot et al. 2015), but
spanning a larger range, with values as low as ∼0.56 for low equi-
librium temperature (960 K) planets like HAT-P-12b and ∼1-1.3
for very high equilibrium temperature (2580 K) planets like WASP-
12b, where HCN and C2H2 can become more abundant than CH4.

We also demonstrated the application of our set of model simula-
tions in conjunction with JWST simulator PandExo, as a predictive
tool to plan future observations.

We note some of the other major limitations of the current
grid. Only the terminator region of the planetary atmosphere is
probed using transmission spectra. Therefore, it may not be the
representative of the entire planetary atmosphere. Assumption of
equilibrium chemistry becomes less accurate with the decrease
in the equilibrium temperature and non-equilibrium effects such
as vertical mixing in 1D might become important (Drummond
et al. 2016). Current treatment of clouds and haze in our model
is very simple without considering any type, shape or distribu-
tion of particles which might effect transmission spectra (Morley
et al. 2015; Wakeford & Sing 2015). 1D model is also limited
by the absence of various 3D effects like spatial variability, 3D
cloud structure, dynamics including horizontal and vertical advec-
tion with quenching etc., which can have dramatic effects on observ-
able signatures (Agúndez et al. 2014; Zellem et al. 2014; Kataria
et al. 2016).

JWST is expected to constrain the atmospheric P-T structure mo-
tivating our upcoming work to publish an extended set of model
simulations, comprising of transmission spectra, emission spec-
tra and contribution functions with consistent radiative-convective
equilibrium P-T profiles and equilibrium chemistry. A next step is
also to include non-equilibrium chemistry and more realistic cloud;
however, the computational feasibility is still to be established.
The current grid is publicly available online8 and will continuously
evolve with the discovery of new observationally significant exo-
planets. We encourage the community to use it as a tool to assist
them in planning future observations, such as with JWST, HST and
various ground-based telescopes, along with interpreting existing
data sets. It can provide a useful complement for interpretation,
alongside atmospheric retrieval analysis.

8 https://bd-server.astro.ex.ac.uk/exoplanets/
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APPENDI X A : χ2 M A P S O F A L L PL A N E T S

As explained in Section 5, χ2 maps of nine exoplanets are shown
here in Figs A1–A9.

Figure A1. WASP-17b χ2 map, with same format as Fig. 7.

Figure A2. HD 209458b χ2 map, with same format as Fig. 7.
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Figure A3. WASP-19b χ2 Map, with same format as Fig. 7

Figure A4. HAT-P-1b χ2 Map, with same format as Fig. 7

Figure A5. WASP-31b χ2 Map, with same format as Fig. 7

Figure A6. WASP-12b χ2 map, with same format as Fig. 7.

Figure A7. HAT-P-12b χ2 map, with same format as Fig. 7.

Figure A8. HD 189733b χ2 map, with same format as Fig. 7.
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Exoplanet transmission spectra library 5181

Figure A9. WASP-6b χ2 map, with same format as Fig. 7.

APPENDIX B: TRANSMISSION SPECTRAL
FEATURES

This section describes the major spectral features in the transmission
spectra of exoplanets. Figs A10(a) and (b) show the transmission
spectra with opacities of just individual species included in the sim-
ulation. All the individual opacity model runs are for HD 209458b
with 1609 K equilibrium temperature, solar metallicity, solar C/O
ratio and a clear atmosphere. We omit Rayleigh scattering to avoid
absorption features being masked at optical wavelengths. The sim-
ulation depicted in black in both the figures includes all the 20
opacities in the ATMO, hereafter termed ‘all-opacity simulation’.
This allows identification of major species which contribute to final
transmission spectra..

With just H2–H2 or H2–He collision induced absorption (CIA)
opacities included in the simulation, shown in blue and green,

Figure A10. (a) Transmission spectra features of each individual molecule used in ATMO (1–10). H2–H2 (blue), H2–He (green), H2O (red), CO2 (cyan), CO
(magenta), CH4 (yellow), NH3 (light blue), Na (purple), K (brown), Li (light green) and all 20 opacities (black). (b) Transmission spectra features of each
individual molecule used in ATMO (11–20). Rb (blue), Cs (green), TiO (red), VO (cyan), FeH (magenta), PH3 (yellow), H2S (light blue), HCN (purple), C2H2

(brown), SO2 (light green) and all 20 opacities (black). No Rp/R� offset was applied while plotting. Individual simulations are divided into blocks of 10 while
plotting for clarity.

respectively in Fig. A10(a), we mainly see broad-band collision
induced signatures of absorption, primarily in the near-infrared re-
gions. The simulation with just water (H2O) in red (Fig. A10a),
leads to spectral features in almost all parts of the spectrum, one
of the major ones being at 1.4 μm, which has been detected in
many exoplanet atmospheres. Comparing all-opacity simulation in
black, and the simulation in red with just H2O opacity we can
clearly see that H2O dominates the final transmission spectra at
solar metallicity. This changes with change in metallicity and C/O
ratio, as explained in detail in Sections 6.2 and 6.3. Carbon diox-
ide (CO2) also has many significant features with the strongest one
at ∼4.2 μm. Carbon monoxide (CO) has extremely large spectral
signatures at around 1.6, 2.2–2.8 μm and a wide-band 4–6 μm fea-
ture. The comparison with the all-opacity simulation also shows the
substantial contribution of CO to the final planetary transmission
spectrum, especially near the 2.5 and 4–5 μm region. Except in the
optical, methane (CH4) also has many important features similar
to H2O, with major features in the 1.7–1.8, 2–2.8, 3–4 and 7–9
μm bands. Depending on the C/O ratios, infrared spectra can either
be H2O dominated or CH4 (carbon species) dominated (Koppa-
rapu et al. 2012; Madhusudhan 2012; Moses et al. 2013a; Mollière
et al. 2015; Venot et al. 2015). Moreover, since the primary absorp-
tion features between 1 and 5 μm region, alternate between H2O
and CH4 as a function of wavelength, they are in principle read-
ily distinguishable. Ammonia (NH3) has some wide-band spectral
features, but smaller than H2O and CH4. Sodium (Na) has one of
the strongest signature in hot Jupiter spectra at around 0.58 μm and
has been detected conclusively in many of these planets. Potassium
(K) is the other alkali metal with very strong spectral features, the
strongest being at 0.76 μm along with many narrow features which
are extremely difficult to resolve with current instruments. We can
also see from Fig. A10(a), the all-opacity simulation matches the
individual Na and K model spectra around 0.58 and 0.76 μm, re-
spectively, demonstrating their dominance at these wavelengths.

Alkali metal elements like Lithium (Li) (shown in Fig. A10a),
Rubidium (Rb) and Caesium (Cs) (shown in Fig. A10b) have very
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5182 J. M. Goyal et al.

narrow features in the all-opacity simulation, making it challeng-
ing to detect them observationally. However, broad-band features
can be seen in the optical wavelengths in the individual spec-
tra of these species, at high-pressure levels (deeper) in the atmo-
sphere, making them important opacity sources to obtain accurate
heating rates (depending on their abundances) and thereby P-T
profiles.

Titanium oxide (TiO) and vanadium oxide (VO) do not have any
major features at temperatures of 1600 K due to their low concen-
trations. However, at very high temperatures, above 2200 K, TiO
and VO dominate the visible region of the spectrum suppressing
the Na and K features, as seen in Fig. 10. Due to their high opti-
cal opacity, their presence could lead to a thermal inversion in the
planetary atmosphere (Spiegel, Silverio & Burrows 2009; Evans
et al. 2016a). Iron Hydride (FeH) features are also visible only at
high temperatures similar to TiO/VO. Phosphine (PH3) has its pri-
mary features in the infrared with the major one between 4 and 5
μm. Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) and hydrogen cyanide (HCN) also
have many strong spectral features especially in the infrared. Equi-
librium chemistry calculations show H2S is a quite abundant species

for all temperature and metallicity regimes when rainout conden-
sation is included (see Sections 6.1, 6.2 and 6.3), and therefore its
primary spectral peaks at 1.5, 2 μm and between 2.5 and 3, 3.3 and
5, and 6 and 10 μm will be interesting to observe with JWST. The
detection of H2S in Jupiter (Niemann et al. 1998), emphasized the
importance of condensation with rainout, since without condensa-
tion FeS takes up all sulphur inhibiting H2S formation. At higher
metallicities, HCN becomes important due to an increase in its con-
centration. This leads to many HCN features around 1.1, 1.4–1.5,
2.5–2.7 and 3–3.2 μm along with a possible broad-band feature
between 6 and 9 μm. Acetylene (C2H2) features are negligible at
solar metallicity but increase substantially at higher metallicities
due to an increase in its concentration. Sulphur dioxide (SO2) does
not have any features when chemical equilibrium is considered due
to its low concentration; however, it tends to be important in non-
equilibrium conditions. We note that this analysis is based on a
particular planet, and therefore the strength of the features might
change with change in planetary and grid parameters. However, the
position of peaks in wavelength will remain unchanged since they
are inherent characteristics of each species/molecule.
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Table C1. Type and source of pressure broadening for all opacities used in ATMO.

Molecule Broadener Line width source Exponent source

H2O H2 Gamache, Lynch & Brown
(1996)

Gamache et al. (1996)

He Solodov & Starikov (2009);
Steyert et al. (2004)

Gamache et al. (1996)

CO2 H2 Padmanabhan et al. (2014) Sharp & Burrows (2007)
He Thibault et al. (1992) Thibault et al. (2000)

CO H2 Régalia-Jarlot et al. (2005) Le Moal & Severin (1986)
He BelBruno et al. (1982);

Mantz et al. (2005)
Mantz et al. (2005)

CH4 H2 Pine (1992); Margolis (1993) Margolis (1993)
He Pine (1992) Varanasi & Chudamani (1990)

NH3 H2 Hadded et al. (2001); Pine
et al. (1993)

Nouri et al. (2004)

He Hadded et al. (2001); Pine
et al. (1993)

Sharp & Burrows (2007)

Na H2 Allard et al. (1999, 2003),
Allard, Spiegelman &
Kielkopf (2007)

Sharp & Burrows (2007)

He Allard et al.
(1999, 2003, 2007)

Sharp & Burrows (2007)

K H2 Allard et al.
(1999, 2003, 2007)

Sharp & Burrows (2007)

He Allard et al.
(1999, 2003, 2007)

Sharp & Burrows (2007)

Li, Rb, Cs H2 Allard et al. (1999) Sharp & Burrows (2007)
He Allard et al. (1999) Sharp & Burrows (2007)

TiO, VO H2 Sharp & Burrows (2007) Sharp & Burrows (2007)
He Sharp & Burrows (2007) Sharp & Burrows (2007)

FeH, CrH H2 Sharp & Burrows (2007) Sharp & Burrows (2007)
He Sharp & Burrows (2007) Sharp & Burrows (2007)

PH3 H2 Bouanich et al. (2004) Levy, Lacome & Tarrago (1994)
He Salem et al. (2005) Levy et al. (1994)

HCN H2 Landrain et al. (1997) Sharp & Burrows (2007)
He Landrain et al. (1997) Sharp & Burrows (2007)

C2H2,H2S, SO2 Air Rothman et al. (2009) Rothman et al. (2009)

APPENDIX C : PRESSURE BROADENING
S O U R C E S

As explained in Section 2.2, sources of pressure broadening pa-
rameters for all the opacity species used in ATMO are shown in
Table C1.

A P P E N D I X D : PL A N E T S A N D T H E I R
PA R A M E T E R S IN G R I D

All the stellar and planetary parameters adopted from TEPCAT
(Southworth 2011) data base, for the model simulations of 117 exo-

planets in the grid are listed here. First column shows planet names
with ‘b’ omitted indicating first planet of the stellar system as in
TEPCAT data base. Subsequent columns show, stellar temperature
(Tstar) in Kelvin, stellar metallicity ([Fe/H]star), stellar mass (Mstar)
in units of solar mass, stellar radius (Rstar) in units of solar radius,
logarithmic (base 10) stellar gravity (loggstar) in m s−2, semimajor
axis (a) in au, planetary mass (Mp) in units of Jupiter mass, plane-
tary radius (Rp) in units of Jupiter radius, planetary surface gravity
(gp) in m s−2, planetary equilibrium temperature (Teqp) in Kelvin
assuming 0 albedo and efficient redistribution, V magnitude (Vmag)
of the host star, discovery paper reference (Discovery Paper) and
finally the most updated reference.
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5184 J. M. Goyal et al.

Table D1. All the stellar and planetary parameters adopted from TEPCAT (Southworth 2011) data base, for the model simulations of 117 exoplanets in the
grid, are listed here. First column shows planet names with ‘b’ omitted indicating first planet of the stellar system as in TEPCAT data base. Subsequent columns
show, stellar temperature (Tstar) in Kelvin, stellar metallicity ([Fe/H]star), stellar mass (Mstar) in units of solar mass, stellar radius (Rstar) in units of solar radius,
logarithmic (base 10) stellar gravity (loggstar) in m s−2, semimajor axis (a) in au, planetary mass (Mp) in units of Jupiter mass, planetary radius (Rp) in units
of Jupiter radius, planetary surface gravity (gp) in m s−2, planetary equilibrium temperature (Teqp) in Kelvin assuming 0 albedo and efficient redistribution, V
magnitude (Vmag) of the host star, discovery paper reference (Discovery paper) and finally the most updated reference.

System Tstar [Fe/H]star Mstar Rstar loggstar a Mp Rp gp Teqp Vmag Discovery paper Updated reference
(K) (Msun) (Rsun) (m s−2) (au) (Mjup) (Rjup) (m s−2) (K)

55-Cnc-e 5196 0.31 0.91 0.94 4.43 0.02 0.03 0.17 21.40 2349 5.95 Winn et al. (2011) Demory et al. (2016)
GJ-436 3416 −0.03 0.51 0.46 4.83 0.03 0.08 0.37 13.00 669 10.68 Gillon et al. (2007) Lanotte et al. (2014)
GJ-1214 3026 0.39 0.15 0.22 4.94 0.01 0.02 0.25 7.60 547 14.67 Charbonneau et al. (2009) Harpsøe et al. (2013)
GJ-3470 3652 0.17 0.51 0.48 4.78 0.04 0.04 0.35 6.80 604 12.27 Bonfils et al. (2012) Biddle et al. (2014)
HAT-P-1 5975 0.13 1.15 1.17 4.36 0.06 0.53 1.32 7.46 1322 10.40 Bakos et al. (2007) Nikolov et al. (2014)
HAT-P-3 5185 0.27 0.90 0.87 4.51 0.04 0.58 0.95 16.14 1189 11.86 Torres et al. (2007) Southworth (2012)
HAT-P-4 5860 0.24 1.27 1.60 4.13 0.04 0.68 1.34 9.42 1691 11.00 Kovács et al. (2007) Southworth (2011)
HAT-P-6 6570 −0.13 1.29 1.52 4.19 0.05 1.06 1.40 13.50 1704 10.54 Noyes et al. (2008) Southworth (2012)
HAT-P-11 4780 0.31 0.81 0.69 4.66 0.05 0.08 0.40 13.20 838 9.47 Bakos et al. (2010) Southworth (2011)
HAT-P-12 4650 −0.29 0.73 0.70 4.61 0.04 0.21 0.94 6.37 960 12.80 Hartman et al. (2009) Lee et al. (2012)
HAT-P-13 5653 0.41 1.32 1.76 4.07 0.04 0.91 1.49 10.15 1725 10.62 Bakos et al. (2009) Southworth et al. (2012a)
HAT-P-17 5246 0.00 0.86 0.84 4.52 0.09 0.53 1.01 12.90 792 10.54 Howard et al. (2012) Howard et al. (2012)
HAT-P-18 4870 0.10 0.77 0.72 4.61 0.06 0.20 0.95 5.42 841 12.76 Hartman et al. (2011a) Esposito et al. (2014)
HAT-P-19 4990 0.23 0.84 0.82 4.54 0.05 0.29 1.13 5.62 1010 12.90 Hartman et al. (2011a) Hartman et al. (2011a)
HAT-P-25 5500 0.31 1.01 0.96 4.48 0.05 0.57 1.19 10.00 1202 13.19 Quinn et al. (2012) Quinn et al. (2012)
HAT-P-26 5011 0.01 0.82 0.79 4.56 0.05 0.06 0.56 4.47 1001 11.74 Hartman et al. (2011b) Hartman et al. (2011b)
HAT-P-30 6338 0.12 1.24 1.22 4.36 0.04 0.71 1.34 9.80 1630 10.36 Johnson et al. (2011) Johnson et al. (2011)
HAT-P-32 6207 −0.04 1.16 1.22 4.33 0.03 0.86 1.79 6.60 1786 11.29 Hartman et al. (2011c) Hartman et al. (2011c)
HAT-P-33 6446 0.07 1.38 1.64 4.15 0.05 0.76 1.69 6.60 1782 11.19 Hartman et al. (2011c) Hartman et al. (2011c)
HAT-P-39 6340 0.19 1.40 1.63 4.16 0.05 0.60 1.57 5.90 1752 12.42 Hartman et al. (2012) Hartman et al. (2012)
HAT-P-40 6080 0.22 1.51 2.21 3.93 0.06 0.61 1.73 5.13 1770 11.34 Winn et al. (2011) Winn et al. (2011)
HAT-P-41 6390 0.21 1.42 1.68 4.14 0.04 0.80 1.69 6.90 1941 11.36 Hartman et al. (2012) Hartman et al. (2012)
HAT-P-44 5295 0.33 0.94 0.95 4.46 0.05 0.35 1.24 5.62 1108 13.21 Hartman et al. (2014) Hartman et al. (2014)
HAT-P-45 6330 0.07 1.26 1.32 4.30 0.05 0.89 1.43 10.70 1652 12.79 Hartman et al. (2014) Hartman et al. (2014)
HAT-P-46 6120 0.30 1.28 1.40 4.25 0.06 0.49 1.28 7.30 1458 11.94 Hartman et al. (2014) Hartman et al. (2014)
HAT-P-47 6703 0.00 1.39 1.51 4.22 0.06 0.21 1.31 2.95 1605 10.69 Bakos et al. (2016) Bakos et al. (2016)
HAT-P-48 5946 0.02 1.10 1.22 4.30 0.05 0.17 1.13 3.24 1361 12.16 Bakos et al. (2016) Bakos et al. (2016)
HAT-P-51 5449 0.27 0.98 1.04 4.39 0.05 0.31 1.29 4.58 1192 13.44 Hartman et al. (2015b) Hartman et al. (2015b)
HAT-P-65 5835 0.10 1.21 1.86 3.98 0.04 0.53 1.89 3.63 1930 13.15 Hartman et al. (2016) Hartman et al. (2016)
HATS-5 5304 0.19 0.94 0.87 4.53 0.05 0.24 0.91 7.08 1025 12.63 Zhou et al. (2014) Zhou et al. (2014)
HATS-6 3770 0.20 0.57 0.57 4.68 0.04 0.32 1.00 7.90 713 15.16 Hartman et al. (2015a) Hartman et al. (2015a)
HATS-19 5896 0.24 1.30 1.75 4.07 0.06 0.43 1.66 3.80 1570 13.03 Bhatti et al. (2016) Bhatti et al. (2016)
HATS-21 5695 0.30 1.08 1.02 4.45 0.05 0.33 1.12 6.50 1284 12.19 Bhatti et al. (2016) Bhatti et al. (2016)
HD-097658 5170 −0.23 0.77 0.74 4.58 0.08 0.02 0.20 14.70 757 7.71 Dragomir et al. (2013) Van Grootel et al. (2014)
HD-149026 6147 0.36 1.34 1.54 4.19 0.04 0.37 0.81 13.55 1634 8.16 Sato et al. (2005) Carter et al. (2009)
HD-189733 5050 −0.03 0.84 0.75 4.61 0.03 1.15 1.15 21.50 1191 7.68 Bouchy et al. (2005) Southworth (2010)
HD-209458 6117 0.02 1.15 1.16 4.37 0.05 0.71 1.38 9.30 1459 7.65 Henry et al. (2000) Southworth (2010)
KELT-4 6206 −0.12 1.20 1.60 4.11 0.04 0.90 1.70 7.74 1823 10.47 Eastman et al. (2016) Eastman et al. (2016)
KELT-6 6102 −0.28 1.08 1.58 4.07 0.08 0.43 1.19 7.40 1313 10.42 Collins, Kielkopf & Stassun (2015) Collins et al. (2015)
KELT-7 6789 0.14 1.53 1.73 4.15 0.04 1.28 1.53 13.50 2048 8.54 Bieryla et al. (2015) Bieryla et al. (2015)
KELT-8 5754 0.27 1.21 1.67 4.08 0.05 0.87 1.86 6.20 1675 10.83 Fulton et al. (2015) Fulton et al. (2015)
KELT-10 5948 0.09 1.11 1.21 4.32 0.05 0.68 1.40 8.57 1377 10.70 Kuhn et al. (2016) Kuhn et al. (2016)
KELT-11 5370 0.18 1.44 2.72 3.73 0.06 0.20 1.37 2.55 1712 8.03 Pepper et al. (2017) Pepper et al. (2017)
KELT-12 6278 0.19 1.59 2.37 3.89 0.07 0.95 1.79 7.40 1800 10.64 Stevens et al. (2017) Stevens et al. (2017)
KELT-15 6003 0.05 1.18 1.48 4.23 0.05 1.20 1.52 12.80 1904 11.44 Rodriguez et al. (2016) Rodriguez et al. (2016)
KELT-17 7454 −0.02 1.64 1.65 4.22 0.05 1.31 1.52 13.90 2087 9.29 Zhou et al. (2016) Zhou et al. (2016)
Kepler-12 5947 0.07 1.16 1.49 4.16 0.06 0.43 1.71 3.66 1485 13.53 Fortney et al. (2011) Southworth (2012)
TrES-1 5226 0.06 0.89 0.82 4.56 0.04 0.76 1.10 15.60 1147 11.79 Alonso et al. (2004) Southworth (2010)
TrES-4 6295 0.28 1.45 1.83 4.09 0.05 0.49 1.84 2.82 1795 11.59 Mandushev et al. (2007) Sozzetti et al. (2015)
WASP-1 6160 0.14 1.24 1.47 4.20 0.04 0.85 1.48 9.80 1830 11.31 Collier Cameron et al. (2007) Maciejewski et al. (2014)
WASP-2 5170 0.04 0.85 0.82 4.54 0.03 0.88 1.06 19.31 1286 11.98 Collier Cameron et al. (2007) Southworth (2012)
WASP-4 5540 −0.03 0.93 0.91 4.49 0.02 1.25 1.36 16.64 1673 12.46 Wilson et al. (2008) Southworth (2012)
WASP-6 5375 −0.20 0.84 0.86 4.49 0.04 0.48 1.23 7.96 1184 11.90 Gillon et al. (2009) Tregloan-Reed et al. (2015)
WASP-7 6520 0.00 1.32 1.48 4.22 0.06 0.98 1.37 12.90 1530 9.48 Hellier et al. (2009) Southworth (2012)
WASP-11 4900 0.12 0.81 0.77 4.57 0.04 0.49 0.99 12.45 992 11.89 West et al. (2009b) Mancini et al. (2015)
WASP-12 6313 0.21 1.43 1.66 4.16 0.02 1.47 1.90 10.09 2580 11.69 Hebb et al. (2009) Collins et al. (2015)
WASP-13 6025 0.11 1.22 1.66 4.09 0.06 0.51 1.53 5.44 1531 10.51 Skillen et al. (2009) Southworth (2012)
WASP-15 6573 0.09 1.30 1.52 4.19 0.05 0.59 1.41 7.39 1676 10.92 West et al. (2009a) Southworth et al. (2013)
WASP-16 5630 0.07 0.98 1.09 4.36 0.04 0.83 1.22 13.92 1389 11.31 Lister et al. (2009) Southworth et al. (2013)
WASP-17 6550 −0.25 1.29 1.58 4.15 0.05 0.48 1.93 3.16 1755 11.50 Anderson et al. (2010) Southworth et al. (2012b)
WASP-19 5460 0.14 0.94 1.02 4.39 0.02 1.14 1.41 14.21 2077 12.31 Hebb et al. (2010) Mancini et al. (2013)
WASP-20 6000 −0.01 1.09 1.14 4.36 0.06 0.38 1.28 5.80 1282 10.68 Anderson et al. (2015a) Evans, Southworth & Smalley (2016b)
WASP-21 5924 −0.22 0.89 1.14 4.28 0.05 0.28 1.16 5.07 1333 11.50 Bouchy et al. (2010) Ciceri et al. (2013)
WASP-25 5736 0.06 1.05 0.92 4.53 0.05 0.60 1.25 9.54 1210 11.85 Enoch et al. (2011b) Southworth et al. (2014)
WASP-29 4875 0.11 0.82 0.81 4.54 0.05 0.24 0.78 10.00 970 11.21 Hellier et al. (2010) Gibson et al. (2013)
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Table D1 – continued

System Tstar [Fe/H]star Mstar Rstar loggstar a Mp Rp gp Teqp Vmag Discovery paper Updated reference
(K) (Msun) (Rsun) (m s−2) (au) (Mjup) (Rjup) (m s−2) (K)

WASP-31 6175 −0.20 1.16 1.25 4.31 0.05 0.48 1.55 4.56 1575 11.94 Anderson et al. (2011) Anderson et al. (2011)
WASP-33 7430 0.10 1.56 1.51 4.27 0.03 2.16 1.68 19.00 2710 8.30 Collier Cameron et al. (2010) Lehmann et al. (2015)
WASP-34 5704 0.08 1.01 0.93 4.50 0.05 0.59 1.22 9.10 1250 10.37 Smalley et al. (2011) Smalley et al. (2011)
WASP-35 6072 −0.05 1.07 1.09 4.40 0.04 0.72 1.32 9.50 1450 10.95 Enoch et al. (2011a) Enoch et al. (2011a)
WASP-39 5460 −0.12 0.93 0.90 4.50 0.05 0.28 1.27 4.07 1116 12.10 Faedi et al. (2011) Faedi et al. (2011)
WASP-41 5546 0.06 0.99 0.89 4.54 0.04 0.98 1.18 17.45 1242 11.64 Maxted et al. (2011) Southworth et al. (2016)
WASP-42 5315 0.29 0.95 0.89 4.51 0.06 0.53 1.12 10.38 1021 12.57 Lendl et al. (2012) Southworth et al. (2016)
WASP-43 4520 −0.01 0.72 0.67 4.64 0.02 2.03 1.04 47.00 1440 12.37 Hellier et al. (2011) Gillon et al. (2012)
WASP-49 5600 −0.23 1.00 1.04 4.41 0.04 0.40 1.20 7.13 1399 11.36 Lendl et al. (2012) Lendl et al. (2016)
WASP-52 5000 0.03 0.80 0.79 4.55 0.03 0.43 1.25 6.85 1315 12.20 Hébrard et al. (2013) Mancini et al. (2017)
WASP-54 6296 0.00 1.21 1.83 4.00 0.05 0.64 1.65 5.32 1759 10.42 Faedi et al. (2013) Faedi et al. (2013)
WASP-55 6070 0.09 1.16 1.10 4.42 0.06 0.63 1.33 8.73 1300 11.76 Hellier et al. (2012) Southworth et al. (2016)
WASP-58 5800 −0.45 0.94 1.17 4.27 0.06 0.89 1.37 10.70 1270 11.66 Hébrard et al. (2013) Hébrard et al. (2013)
WASP-62 6230 0.04 1.25 1.28 4.32 0.06 0.57 1.39 6.76 1440 10.22 Hellier et al. (2012) Hellier et al. (2012)
WASP-63 5715 0.28 1.32 1.88 4.01 0.06 0.38 1.43 4.17 1540 11.16 Hellier et al. (2012) Hellier et al. (2012)
WASP-67 5417 0.18 0.83 0.82 4.53 0.05 0.41 1.09 8.45 1003 12.54 Hellier et al. (2012) Mancini et al. (2014b)
WASP-69 4700 0.15 0.83 0.81 4.54 0.05 0.26 1.06 5.32 963 9.87 Anderson et al. (2014b) Anderson et al. (2014b)
WASP-70 5700 −0.01 1.11 1.22 4.31 0.05 0.59 1.16 10.00 1387 10.79 Anderson et al. (2014b) Anderson et al. (2014b)
WASP-74 5990 0.39 1.48 1.64 4.18 0.04 0.95 1.56 8.91 1910 9.76 Hellier et al. (2015) Hellier et al. (2015)
WASP-76 6250 0.23 1.46 1.73 4.13 0.03 0.92 1.83 6.31 2160 9.53 West et al. (2016) West et al. (2016)
WASP-79 6600 0.03 1.52 1.91 4.06 0.05 0.90 2.09 4.70 1900 10.04 Smalley et al. (2012) Smalley et al. (2012)
WASP-80 4145 −0.14 0.60 0.59 4.67 0.03 0.56 0.99 14.34 825 11.87 Triaud et al. (2013) Mancini et al. (2014a)
WASP-82 6500 0.12 1.64 2.22 3.96 0.04 1.25 1.71 9.75 2202 10.08 West et al. (2016) Smith (2015)
WASP-83 5480 0.29 1.11 1.05 4.44 0.06 0.30 1.04 6.17 1120 12.87 Hellier et al. (2015) Hellier et al. (2015)
WASP-84 5280 0.09 0.85 0.77 4.60 0.08 0.69 0.98 16.52 833 10.83 Anderson et al. (2014b) Anderson et al. (2015b)
WASP-88 6430 −0.08 1.45 2.08 3.96 0.06 0.56 1.70 4.68 1772 11.39 Delrez et al. (2014) Delrez et al. (2014)
WASP-90 6440 0.11 1.55 1.98 4.03 0.06 0.63 1.63 5.37 1840 11.69 West et al. (2016) West et al. (2016)
WASP-93 6700 0.07 1.33 1.52 4.20 0.04 1.47 1.60 13.20 1942 10.97 Hay et al. (2016) Hay et al. (2016)
WASP-94 6170 0.26 1.45 1.62 4.18 0.06 0.45 1.72 3.48 1604 10.06 Neveu-VanMalle et al. (2014) Neveu-VanMalle et al. (2014)
WASP-95 5830 0.14 1.11 1.13 4.38 0.03 1.13 1.21 21.80 1570 10.09 Hellier et al. (2014) Hellier et al. (2014)
WASP-96 5500 0.14 1.06 1.05 4.42 0.05 0.48 1.20 7.59 1285 12.19 Hellier et al. (2014) Hellier et al. (2014)
WASP-97 5670 0.23 1.12 1.06 4.43 0.03 1.32 1.13 23.40 1555 10.58 Hellier et al. (2014) Hellier et al. (2014)
WASP-101 6380 0.20 1.34 1.29 4.34 0.05 0.50 1.41 5.75 1560 10.34 Hellier et al. (2014) Hellier et al. (2014)
WASP-103 6110 0.06 1.21 1.41 4.22 0.02 1.47 1.65 14.34 2489 12.50 Gillon et al. (2014) Southworth & Evans (2016)
WASP-108 6000 0.05 1.17 1.22 4.34 0.04 0.89 1.28 12.39 1590 11.22 Anderson et al. (2014a) Anderson et al. (2014a)
WASP-109 6520 −0.22 1.20 1.35 4.26 0.05 0.91 1.44 10.00 1685 11.44 Anderson et al. (2014a) Anderson et al. (2014a)
WASP-110 5400 −0.06 0.89 0.88 4.50 0.05 0.51 1.24 7.60 1134 12.27 Anderson et al. (2014a) Anderson et al. (2014a)
WASP-113 5890 0.10 1.32 1.61 4.20 0.06 0.47 1.41 5.50 1496 11.77 Barros et al. (2016) Barros et al. (2016)
WASP-117 6040 −0.11 1.13 1.17 4.28 0.09 0.28 1.02 6.56 1024 10.15 Lendl et al. (2014) Lendl et al. (2014)
WASP-118 6410 0.16 1.32 1.70 4.10 0.05 0.51 1.44 5.71 1729 11.02 Hay et al. (2016) Hay et al. (2016)
WASP-121 6460 0.13 1.35 1.46 4.24 0.03 1.18 1.86 9.40 2358 10.52 Delrez et al. (2016) Delrez et al. (2016)
WASP-122 5720 0.32 1.24 1.52 4.17 0.03 1.28 1.74 9.66 1970 11.00 Turner et al. (2016) Turner et al. (2016)
WASP-123 5740 0.18 1.17 1.28 4.29 0.04 0.90 1.32 11.70 1520 11.03 Turner et al. (2016) Turner et al. (2016)
WASP-124 6050 −0.02 1.07 1.02 4.44 0.04 0.60 1.24 8.90 1400 12.70 Maxted et al. (2016) Maxted et al. (2016)
WASP-126 5800 0.17 1.12 1.27 4.28 0.04 0.28 0.96 6.80 1480 10.80 Maxted et al. (2016) Maxted et al. (2016)
WASP-127 5750 −0.18 1.08 1.39 4.18 0.05 0.18 1.37 2.14 1400 10.16 Lam et al. (2017) Lam et al. (2017)
WASP-131 5950 −0.18 1.06 1.53 4.09 0.06 0.27 1.22 4.17 1460 10.08 Hellier et al. (2017) Hellier et al. (2017)
WASP-132 4750 0.22 0.80 0.74 4.61 0.07 0.41 0.87 12.60 763 12.40 Hellier et al. (2017) Hellier et al. (2017)
WASP-139 5300 0.20 0.92 0.80 4.59 0.06 0.12 0.80 4.17 910 12.39 Hellier et al. (2017) Hellier et al. (2017)
WASP-140 5300 0.12 0.90 0.87 4.51 0.03 2.44 1.44 25.00 1320 11.13 Hellier et al. (2017) Hellier et al. (2017)
XO-1 5750 0.02 1.04 0.94 4.51 0.05 0.92 1.21 15.80 1210 11.14 McCullough et al. (2006) Southworth (2010)
XO-2 5332 0.43 0.96 1.00 4.44 0.04 0.60 1.02 14.13 1328 11.25 Burke et al. (2007) Damasso et al. (2015)
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